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GBAFTIRX. mroQEUCnGR 
It hM long be#o noogoiMd that UvMtook production ^ fstwas 
«Z* « ccmslwx ##gr##Kti0a of mmny hi«aoglc#l (toth anftml and acronodo)» 
•oonomio and managazial factor# interacting in a dynamic manner to 
influMice productive efflciawv. According, the profitAUe and ef« 
iidLeat pccdttoticn of feedlot beef csttle ty tttdveataani ftaoatr feeders 
require# the integration of concept# and infwaation from m wide zani^  
of a^ entific diecipline#. Ko#t of th# infonmitiaa cvailaUe for deciaion 
making, however, cm## txom experiment# Nhere cm or pexhep# m few of 
the major factor# involved have tee» #t«dl#d under careftil^  controlled 
and isolated coaditiom* Although s greet deal of quaotltaWve data 
hmve been gwxwated in this manner leading to important advances in the 
fields of animal mtxition and breeding, forage and crop production and 
other related areas, the significance of each of the many factors in­
volved Nhen operating within the larger ccmteart of a total beef pro­
duction egraten is lee# well understood and oft#: left to inttdtlve or 
more qualitative analyses* FIbw experiments have been conducted to 
«staminé the effeots and intermctims of many of #M*e i#ortant mriables 
operating eiawltaneoyely within a beef production aystem, usually due 
to limitations impoeed by experimental desi^ i, Amding, manpower and/or 
other resovrsv eonstraints* 
la recent yean, the application of computer simulation and math­
ematical modeling teehniquM to livestodc researdi and production prob» 
lens bas afforded researchers the opporWxity to examine the effects of 
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mof vaxiaUn and ompmenta operating sinRiltanaoualy within dynamic 
acrioultural ^ #t#m# unbounded by many of the phQfid<»l rMOUxoe limita­
tion# iidiereat to otiwr reeearoh methodologiee. Coqprehenaive computer 
flMdëls can be oonatructed to include a# many paxamtexs and at any levrà 
of detail idiioh may be requixod in meting the reeeazoh objective(e). 
Used in oœjtawtion with more traditional meanm of «qwcimentation, Em­
ulation teohniqiwe can load to broader undervtanding of the systmCa) 
under iBvwtigfttion throufh the wtaUialuunt of quantitative «Oatiw-
W*ip# betwem ocmponente, idrntifioatian of areas where more detailed 
information is required and the oonaidcration of a greater mmber of 
relevant data in interpxeUng oxperlmental rewlta and evaluating alter­
native hypothMM. Proper!^  applied, ooqpoter aimalatim models can be 
used as pOHcrftil tools in addreaaing agriculteml reooaroh ismxw as 
weU as providing liveetod: poroduoam with Hm capability to assess the 
sigBtncance of adopting new or different ptroduoticn tadnuaogias upw 
the profitability and effiden^  of a cattle feeding opentim. 
The primary objective of this inveatigation mum the development 
of a oawp^ wmsive computer eimilation modal dwrfgned to repewent, as 
accurately as possible, the biological phanomana, production strategies 
and economic characteriatics of a Midweatam farm feedlot prodwtiw 
system in the analyses of factors affecting productive efficient. The 
various contenants were modeled at a levA of detail condtstent with Vm 
types of data reported by agrimaWml experiment stations* The model 
m» thm used to analyse rmeardi data from cattle fMding trials in an 
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«ttopt to idtntify optlasl feeding and other management stxat-
eglM in the produetioa of feedlot beef oattle. A •eeoadazy objective 
warn the conatxvntiai of a mod^ ing ftaaewnic flexible enw# to aUow 
for the inoozpoztttioa of other pertinent reeearoh data to evaluate the 
rétive importance of ohangM in exiating in(pet/o«tp»t relatioMhipa 
or new teohnologioal inwvationa upon ptroduotive effioienoy at the 
producer levél aa a# providing a vehicle with potential uae in 
agrleoltaacal êxtmmia» and teaming application#. 
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GHAPTER 2. RSHSW OP LTTERAiTUHB 
A large number of applioatlona of computer timilatlon and math-
«atioal modeling tedmiquee to egrloaltunl zeeearoh end production 
problems have been reported in the lit«ratitre over the past sevwal 
years. Rmdsmeotal issues such ss philosophical i^ pproach» the under­
lying theoretioal basis and validity of these techniques ss w^ l aa more 
immediate oraocms of desi#, iq^ eamtatim, iiiterpretatiai« etc.# all 
reflect upon the ocsipMite suitabilit/ of this methodological ap]^ roach 
as ^ ipHed to livestodi production and research ccneezns. These omsi&-
eratioM* as well as the types of appUcatiaia reported, their sdvantsges 
and limitaticm fees the basis of the fallowing literature review, 
A Systems Appsosdi to ResesarA 
Ccsprter simulations snd mathoaticsl models are vety cftw applied 
in a *syst«M approsdi' to agticultuxal researW* problems. Que in large 
part to this close assooiatiw, aimdiatim wndeling nd systems* work 
have become liidMd with one sncther to the extwt that th^  are oftm 
erronecwaly considered synonymous (Rountree» 1977), Dent (1975) 
asserted that computer elmxOaticns and maWwrnatical mod^  are oiOy tods 
with lAdch to extend 'systems thinking*, a view endorsed by many others 
including Baldirfn and Kocng (1979) who wnsidered the use of eoaqpoters 
and simolaticn models as being c<*pletely analc^ o^us to the use of epectro-
pbotoaeters and spootropbotcmetxio ass^  and statistics in other types 
of exqpmimenW research. 
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Syatwai rcsMoreh» on the other hand* r^ rementa more of & ^lilo-
eophioel approach vhioh often utilizes the methodology of sirailation 
itiidiM to adiieve the objeqtive(a) of a rwearoh effort. Aa with amy 
philoaophioal Imm where a number of interparetatimui are poeidble, one 
acpeet nhioh emAwe# in the literature ia that although a ^ ntea» aj^  
ppoaoh ia readily understood in gnaeral ton» it ia difficult to define 
predLaely. Speddinf (1977) bring: the ]^ nt into ahaxper fooua tdten he 
not* that many deMnitim# of *ayatem* have hem provided, each with 
enouf^  in OOBBCM to "...enaure that a definition that offendei no-one 
oould he desived." fteUMv eenficimding the peoblen are the any varied 
applioationB of ayatene wtk to reeeaapoh problema of wide^  different 
dbaxaeter* 
RotwitWMdin# theme aq^ arwt diffioultiee, Rountree (1977) deAned 
a ag^ rtes aa a Amotimal or conceptual unit made nqp of interacting parts 
at variotti level# of erganiaatiw and considered a ayatern approadi to 
he the systematic and methodological study of those interaotio». E&llm 
(1976) deaexihed a iqrates a# an indivii^ Me whole lAoee components have 
foaiotidng prog^ rtiee* ead* pert affects the properties of the aystent 
as a wWle# and that each part ûvpvoàm for its own propertiea (and there­
fore how it affects the ayetm) upon the properties of some other part(s) 
of the system, A ayatem is viewed as more than the sum of its parts, 
tovinç an organizational identity which cannot he inferred from the be­
havior of its componarts studied in isolation. He defined systems re­
search more precisely as the process of studying a systoa throng)*: 
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8p«eifioation of a relevant r^etea pegforaanoe and enviroimental 
vaziablrat detezniiiation of the «xiatenoe and degree of interxtiatlon-
WdLpm betwew varlablest and the tne of thia infomation to axxange and 
radealfo the ^ ratea meh that it operate# optimiaiy with reepeot to it# 
ebJ#otlvw. aidth and Rarxiaon (1978) deeoribed wfrnimm analyrt# as th# 
Qcmaolidatira of oompontnt knowledge obtained through traditional analyt­
ical Beam in order to gain understanding of oonplete interactive 
aystems. 
A central ccoo^  of aystem# researW*, however defined, i# that a 
mystm is a^ i as coougying a laved in an orynlMtlaaal hiarandiy 
(Wits, 1973). That is, a ag^ atem say be part of a larger listen wWle at 
the saa# tin# b#ing sad# up of «aller sabagwUnst each of Wdch say 
tlMM#lvM b# o<»#o##d of mbayetesst #to, Ihis psvpcr^  of aystms 
hisrardqr is bssio to th# philosophy of aystoss resewA and is a useAxl 
oharaotttsistie in ttat each aubeystes can be defined indepaadwt^  of the 
others and treated anch like a "black box* which Wright (1971) defined as 
an unknown though stable and independent grouping of detail. Provided 
that all relevant cospcmente and input/output relationships are properly 
specified, an tadwal aoientist, for exasfde, need not nmessarily b# a 
crop production specialist to adequately represent a forage production 
ccanpcneot in a beef production computer simulation ncdel, nor have ex­
tensive training in agricultural eccnoaics to include eccncodc parameters 
in as analysis of the profitability of a given productiom qrstea* 
Itagloying such as «approach it beccses clear that one researdier*s de-
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tailed my t# inooxpoxated u a "black auhayatem of another 
xeaeazoher's model. This helps to reaolve a major imte of nfvUnm 
atodlM - I*at level of detail to inooxpoxate into a oodél. T(M> goiexal 
a vtxvnture became# a xMtctenmt of the obvious; too detailed a Aame-
wortt makes the pxoblcB ao complicated it hecons waivable or the 
results unint^ ligible» S^ p^ ding and Ircckingtai (1976) eee the iaaue 
as one of liiddng the detail needed to the level of undoatanding deaired, 
i.e., dapandsBi «pen lAethsp one wiAes to desovibs a ayatem, operate it 
or repair and modify the ayatm. 
Znnis (1975) m%#asted aevexal advantages in «g^ <qring a ayatem 
iqpprcadi in bi61<%&oal raaasrehi it ^ aziM#a and «n^ nisM thoughts 
about conpoMOts of a aystem# mforeea a concexn for aU Elements of the 
problem; #md dmws attwtion to intexmotia* among ccnponemts %at night 
otherwise be ignored. Klein and Sonntag (1962) contended that the com­
pilai biological, eooMMdo and other physical #xencmena involved in the 
production of agricultural oomsioditim must be viewed in terns of their 
contribution to the total firm and endorsed the view that a eystems 
approach be utilised in the study of farm-level production systons. 
Wedin and Janes (1974) stated that agronomic and animal response neaxnxre-
mente are meaningful, ultimately, only to the system or eystaas within 
which the response is desired, inferring the need for a systems approach 
in plant and animal resean*, though perhaps philosophically appealing 
and undoubtedly useful from a research orientation, a major limitation 
of qratems research is that it is oft#* incmpatibie with mere traditiwal 
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and well-#etabllahed method# of experimentation. Comprehensive experi­
ment# dtidgncd to inv##ti@#t# th# effect# of ncsrt than a few vaxiaUe# 
operating sinoltaneously quickly become prohibitive in tern# of scale, 
funding, time, personnel and/or other limiting resouroee (Long, 1972). 
Furthermore, duo to th# oompleadlty of biologioal #y#t#m idi#r# msay 
hypoth#### and dat# aggly, th# mind*# Ability to aeourattiiy trao# the 
quantitative relationahip# and implication# of such are quickly exceeded, 
Iscviag us to rsaao# on mor# qwlitativ# or intuttiv# l#v#l#, 
Wod#ling as an Altaxmtiv# 
Baldwia and Komg (1979) ob##rv#d, how#v#r, that oonplex sot# of 
data and ocnoopt# oan b# x#pa;#»#nt#d by nathnnatical equations and 
solved using a oonpaUar* Th# solutioa# to th### ##t# of equations or 
modal# rcflsct th# quantitativ# and dynamio relaUonahip# within th# 
oono^ ptual fz«m#woik qpoo idddi th# mod*l is cmistzuotsd. Th### r«#«reh-
«» f^ t -UuKt if th# retrait# obtained confoem well to real world bWxavior 
th# nodel is considered valid and our understanding of th# eyotem deemed 
adéquat#. Nor# often# th# results do not relat# weU to obsorved pho-
nomma indicating the need for additional experimentation and data. 
Either result is s##n as yielding useful benefits. In the former cas#* 
our analyse# of complex phenomena can be extended from the qualitative 
and tnWltiv# lev«As to more quantitative and dynanio domains; the latter 
result uncovering inadequacies in our conceptual understanding and iden­
tifying critical areas in need of further research and inwestiga-Mon* 
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Broim et al. (1981) similarly d^ lnsd mod^ ing sa the dev^ ojanent of 
sets of nsthrastioal equatiom to prediot changes in real world ^ rstems. 
These wmAws attempted to distinguish between modeling and Emulation 
noting that the distinction is diffioult due to the great deal of overlap 
between the two, 
Ztong (1972) r«Lt«ceted a majw advantage of simulation studies* 
the capability to consider the influence of many variables operating 
eimultaneously in the Aaxoti<ming of a «ystem, Jonadet and Cartwright 
(1973) disoitfised the advantages of «deling beef produotiai systems tdtioh 
included i following through a production eystea in all its components 
which has an integrating effect upon subdisciplinest identification of 
more pressing needs for research information and providing for a more 
orderly and specific isvastory of rmeardt needs and priorities; rwoR-
mwdations can be made which are more consistent with the dynamic nature 
of jv<^ tucticn and mazketing conditlonm; and the tendencgr to direct re-
SMZch phUoeo^  and activity towards more bssic Icvdis of investiga^  
tion, Conpiter simulation and mathmatical modeling twAniques are seen 
as useful alternatives to more traditional means of research, unbounded 
by many of the constxaints tmhcMmt to othnr méthodologie apprcstchM* 
Modeling Procedures 
Many different types of models have been wmetructed for use in 
studying agricultural and biological systems, each unique in one or more 
aspects but all following a eomm tes^ late relative to design md cm-
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stxttotion. 
Ebersdm (1976) daaozited fiv# in the oonntxuoftloii of 
»9d«lB for urn# in «yet#m# studiMt 
1. Word phfts* - the initial step where the scope ot the system 
to be modeled end the objectives of the resMx^  effort ere 
defliMd* 
2. DUcxsBBMtio ]^ wse - involves the omwtzuction of a oou^ psa*-
mental model or block diagram which accounts for the rele­
vant phenomena involved, identifies interactions between 
comgpmwnts, resouroe flows through the system, etc, 
3. Abstract phase - essentially the neohonios of simulation 
studiss# At this stage, oompawmts of the wdel and their 
Wersctiom# are quanUfled using available data (e.g., data 
from the Utwature, io-home exp«zin«its, etc.). The be­
havior of the iQFstw is then simulated with the use of a 
cog^ poter and refinements made as appropriate to cwrect for 
distorted output, technical errors and the like. 
4. Verifleaticm phase - eonparison of the !»Jdti,*8 outputs to 
the real world system behavior to chMjc on the model's ade-
quaggr of representation of the system under investigation. 
5* Predictive #mse - the final phase in which critical elements 
identified within the modeling etu^ r as iaqpsroving ^ rstm per­
formance are modified in the real world listen and observed 
to determine if any significant changes in system performance 
have been effected. 
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Althotti^  th# «ct«nt to tdiioh #aoh artag# is «q^ iaais«d during th# n<^ #l-
ing pro#### is different b#tw##n inveotigetiona» moat nod^  r#pwt«d 
in the literature are devAoped 19 to and including the vérification 
l^aae. Fmt mod<a# prQO##d to th# Ami pradiotiv# #iaa#, #ith#r for 
r#aaone of daeign and application, th# d#eir# to aak# actional inprov#-
nante or other oondderationa* Baldwin and Xoong (1979) f(aiow#d a aim-
Har procedur# aa that dcaozihad tgr Qwraohn (19^ ) in conatmoting a 
nodal of ruminant digwtiv# flmction and adhered to another modeling 
etrategy of incorporating only the mlMiimm number of well-proven concepts 
and atate vaxiaUee r#qidr#d to tecxlh# th# mgr«t#m during th# initial 
sfeagM of mdA devedopnmt. They condnded thait theee i4niina1 awdele 
offer ineig# as to the aoundneea <xt the conoqitual fgtumicdk and afford 
other advaakagM incWlng the idemtifU*tiom of neceeaaay additions to 
the base nodëli assurances that mnessaotial cospooauts are not intro­
duced into the model and minimization of the cogqplexity of the model in 
meeting the objectives of %e reeeard* effort* 
Apart from gmxecal design procedures, other considerations in the 
construction of computer simulatiom mod^  are involved and include the 
extent to which empirical versus theoretical equations or relationships 
are included in a model; whether a model is to be wholly deterministic 
(i.e., outputs dépendant upon eapplicit input values and asmmptions) or 
to contain etodxastic elenents of variation# costs of computer tiw and 
storage; level of predsim and accuraqr desired and others. 
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Applioations in livestock Research And Production 
Brown et al. (1961) identified five levels - oeUtilar, organ, 
animal, farm and regional - at which tinilaticm studies and modeling 
efforts have beoti directed in recent years. Of the w)dAs reported in 
the literature, many are reesarch-criented api^ cations encompassing both 
basic and ap^ ied research issura. Others fall «wrtidds a research classi­
fication, per se, and are directed more towards assisting producers in 
addressing tactical (ehcrt-term) and strategic (long-term) aspects asso-
<dated with increasing productive efficiency in a managmeot sun^ jrt rede. 
Ths intent of the following section is to iUustrsts, with representative 
examples, ths types of appUcatione reported, their adwntages, limita­
tions and other aspects in an assessment of the state-of-the-art of this 
tsfAnology as applied to animal researdi and productif. 
Ifaaan mcdelin# 
Simulation modeling of the rumen has attracted considérable atten­
tion and a mmWr of research efforts have been reported. Baldwin et al. 
(1977) devAoped a dynamic model of ruminant digestive Amotion to eval­
uate factors affecting the nutritive value of feeds. The mod^  consisted 
of 14 interactive mbunitss explicit representation of 12 (Mimical con­
stituents of feeds (soluble carb«*ydrate, organic acids, star^ , pectin, 
hemicellulose, cellulose, lipids, soluble protein, insoluble protein, 
nompwteim nitrogen, ligiln and ash); a microbial submit accounting 
fw B»intenanee requiromits, growth, passage and digmstim*; and a cw-
putational subunit to calculate digestible en«^ , netabolizable energy. 
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R-bmlamo* ani other sumnazy outputa. RuoezlMl inpota to the model 
wwe baaed on œcpeziaental data fvm 32 - 4# k* Aeep fed 1 kg of 
alfalfa dai^  tn 12 - 24 equal seals. Other parameter estimates were 
obtained frmm pubUahed Uterature souroes and unpuMlahed research 
data. The authors reported tnat many output parameters of the nwdel 
ooapar^  favoraUy with experimental data for diets ranging in digwt-
ibillty Arom SO - 72# and feeding Apequmxoies of one or smre per di^ . 
However, the model umderestimted digestibilities of diets below 45 -
y# and over in digestibility, Ttirthnr simulations led to identi-
fioation of weaknesses in the rate of paasags and nitrogm metabOlira 
elements. As a oAasequmoe, aeveral aspects of nitr%%en metabolism in 
the zumn were identified as needing to be oonsldmred in greater detail 
including microbial lysis, recycling of nitrogen via ealivation and 
solubUisation and bydrdysis of slowly fermented and/or insoluble 
proteins. These results are very characteristic of modeling studies and 
illustrât# an often dted advantage of simulatiw research, i.e., the 
idwtification of areas where current knowledge is incomplets, directing 
research efforts to those areas deemed meet in need of fVarther Investi­
gation, Baldwin and Senham (1979) later used the model in studying the 
quantitative aspects of nitrogen metabolism in the rusMn and analysed 
several aspects of microbial growth and maintenance as well as dietary 
protein degradation and its effects relative to the #namics of rumw 
functioning. 
Black at al. (1961) reported a model which was also developed to 
quantitate the nutrient outflow from the rumen of a sheep. These 
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reaaaxohea» oanstxuotaâ « leaa om^ ax nod^  than that reported ty 
Baldwin et al. (197?) to allow for the output# to be compatible with a 
wh<ae animal Mdel previwËly dev^ oped ty OxahaB et al. (1976) to 
predict growth and prodiutivity in aheep. CoB(pziaed of difference 
equation# written in FtSffSAHi, the modA predicted the extent of digeatioi 
of dietazy c<^ pon«ata Clf-he%c#e#,#<-he%o#e#, a<AuU# oazWiydrate and 
protein)» aaounta and proportion of fmmentatim producta, mioroWal 
growth yield# and the outflow of pxotein(#) and other nutrimt# frm the 
xuMB to the lower gut. The author# reported output of the iwdA to be 
stabl# and noted that vbm a marked change in the diet occurred (epeoifl-
cally» dry matter intake deoreaaing froa 1000 g to Z30 g/day), it took 
th# nod#l fiv# simulated days for equilibrium cwditicn# to be reached, 
paralleling respomes observed in vivo UvMtock are subjected to 
major <*ange# in diet# and/or feeding level#. The authors stated that 
the observed bWwior was not a validatlaa of tlM mcdA» but the reeulta 
were nooethelee# relevant. Sam to the lem complM strwture of this 
modi^  compared to the mdi^  reported ty Baldwin et al. (1977)» a greater 
mmber of inputs are required of the t»er to operate the program including 
desoriptlonB of the physieal and dionlcal properties of the diet; esti­
mate» of dégradation rates; urinary nitrogm excretion and other param­
eters, TWs aspect of egcteosive data i#uts required of th# user is a 
limitation of some computer Mdels used in rweard», a factor cited by 
Sywater (1961) as inhibiting the ready appQLlcatitm of dynamic mod^  by 
other researcdiers* Beever et al. (1^ ) In an assessment of the perfor»-
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moo# oi th# xmm mod<a ote«rvmd thmt a nudbep of pmanuBstmo» in th# 
modA could not t# met tdth orafldaio# du# to a lack of mwailabl# data 
In th# llt«xatux#. They id#ntlfl#d 22 vaxiabl#s requiring better numer­
ical demoziption and evaluated the mod#l*m menaitivity to eymtematio 
ohange# in eadi of theme vmjdahlem to identify thome aream in whioh 
further reaearoh effort# would yi^ d the grwKteet value* Am a reeult of 
thim wog*, flv# meea# war# identified a# aoet in need of farther x##eaarah 
including tetter method# of dMoriUng the ]|^ %y#iMl and ohenioal prop-
ertlee of feed#; mte# of paaaag# of water» miorbb## and particulate 
aatiart nitrofm reoyoling and evaUaMU^  of aimwwia and inmpgmnio 
mulfUr in the maœt degndatioi ratM of dxemioal oorartituentai and 
factor# affeettng ndoroUal growth and oaintmanoe requirenents. 
Relohl and Ba1<Tw1n (1975) deaozihed the use of elemental and path­
way talance model# in evaluating data on rumen fomentation and deooo-
stxated e##wtial r#latimx#hip# among methane ptrodnotion» mioroUal cell 
yields and feed utilization. Wchl and Baldwin (1976) implied a balance 
model to teat the hypothemi# that competition among several species of 
rumen mi«pob#e could be dAwribed baaM v^ pon eubetrate speduncdtiee« 
nutrient requiremnta for growth and relative metabolic rates. Utilizing 
linear programming techniques, solution of the model resulted in the loss 
of microbial species from the rumen population» a remit contrary to e%-
perimmxtal observations. They concluded that the concepts %^ on which the 
model was based were inadequate in explaining microbial competition within 
the rumen, Baldwin and Koong (1979) cited this initial investigation as 
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leading» in part» to th* Idemtifloation and oharaotorimation of oatabolite 
regulatory neohaniaaa» aubatiate affinities» growth rates and naintenanoe 
reqixirments for several spe^ M of rumen miorobes. Aside frm legiti­
mising oompAer sioulatiaa methods as useful research tools» Baldwin and 
his oàlleaguM have made a great contribution in desoMtrating the 
fulness of these techi^ uM in iotr*- as wdl as iaterdisoi#inazy types 
of research. 
Mortens and Ely (1979) oomtzuoted a dynamic model of filw diges­
tion and passage in zuninsnts for use in evaluating fhotors affecting 
fwag# quality and utilisatian. The complet# model consisted of 20 dif-
feneemtiml #g[ustiom i*pl#s#at#& in the CSUP aetfutm simulstiom 
(I2M, 1972) iepteseoting thre# interactive suWcdsls of fiter digestion» 
psrtua# sis# reduction and rat# cf passag# kinetics. RunniMl esU-
matw w«pe compiled from various literature sources. Included in th# 
modol's output predictions were wtiastos of fiber digestiMlity, fib#r 
and ligndn content of vazious segwits of th# gut» ligdn turnover time#» 
rates of passage and dry matter intake. Validation of the model ms 
based iqwn wmpazisaxs of predicted output parameters to sev«nl sourees 
of published research observations. In a s%Ase%u#nt evaluation of the 
performance of the model (Mertens and Sly» 1962)» intake and digesti­
bility data collected on 166 forages at eevm different locations were 
cohered against the model's predicted outputs. a%eep used in tiiese 
«pediments ranged in wei## fr<m 39 to 60 kg with dry matter intakes 
varying from 1,2 to 4.4# of bc^ r wei#t and dry matter dignstibilities 
ranf^ ng from 4l to BOjS, Although predicted dry matter digmctibilitieB 
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oorr^ tad WLl with ob##rved in vivo digtstiUlitim (r « the 
model und#%prediot«d digemtiMlity of low qwlity foimgmm mod ovw 
«stiomted digMtibUity of hig#* qimlity fozmg##. Thmy o<moliid«d that 
th« mmmxmptioo of m oonstmnt zmto of pmmmmg# for mil formgm# inooxpoxmted 
into the model mey hsve oontxitiited to the Umsed difMtildlity estisuitea» 
Overwtinmtem of dzy matter intake were attributed to xmm fill t^ ng 
the mlj lisdtinc fkotor in the model while muxtsf dmandm of the animal 
as w^  as fill infltMDoe in vivo intake* An tnescpeoted reeult in oo»-
paring predicted and oteexved dry matter digeetiMlity eatimatM was the 
observation that 23 «it of 25 of the largest overprediotiom oootnxed at 
one expeximiital location, enflpwUng that expaslMiital teehnlqiMS at 
that location may have had a disproportionate ootcene on the results 
obtained at %iat statioi* jWMiMmaUy, crown veW% saxples were em-
sistently ovnpredleted ty the model. The authors felt that this dmnon-
stxsted another advantage of using mathematical models in the detection 
of unusual data that may writ additional investigation. They concluded 
that although refinements and iisprovasente of dynamic models are needed 
to l\illy descxit« the ceiq^ eaelties of digration and passage, mod^ s 
serve a useful role in clarifying conceptual frameworks and stimulating 
well-defined and quantitative research efforts, 
Wlfflff fftsàfls 
In addition to the semen, other organ eyst«M have also been 
modeled in computor simlatim studies Wt these are often represented as 
CKmgpwxents within larger, whole animl modiOs. Baldwin and Smith (1971) 
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oonstzttotad whol# animl sioâéls of the rmt, dog, xtt1Mt« hUBMUt and 
xuadiunt for uao In their invMtigfttiais into the dyneade aepeots of 
energetio tramfoxnatioRs within the tody. Using a owqxKter simulation 
technique developed %y OarfiWcA (1966), these WHckers separate modeled 
the hwrt, liver, gsstrtdntesUnal tract, adipwe tissue and mammazy 
orgmn systems in each of the BMdels devAoped. Coaputer-generated out­
puts of metabolite profiles from the rat muscle and ruminant Munnazy 
fonotioi» were presmmted with the rendts t^ed as teix% in agreement 
with results obtained by oth» research effwts as refpcxted in the litmp-
ature. 
Citing the need for a reascoab  ^predLse msthsmatical modA of the 
beef nniwal to aid in the use of systems analysis procedures to evaluate 
altcmtlve management sWA^w for ccmwrdal fwdlots, Paine (1971) 
and tuts (1972) dsvidoped a whole animal mod  ^ to simulate growth and en­
ergy metabolini of the beef anlml. The modA incorporated thermal r%r 
ulatim, eating as a Amotion of digestive (gut fiU) and chmical 
(blood acetate levels) effects, genetic influences and other nutritional 
affects upon lean growth potential* The growth mod  ^interacted with 
digestive, thermal and diemical subunits to predict daily feed intake, 
amount and exposition of gain, elawghtor wei#%t and carcass grade. 
These researchers utilised control qretems theory, analog drcuit diagrams 
and other engineering riAated cmcepts and technk^uw in the developmmxt 
and descriptive stages of the model's construction whW*, when combined 
with a detailed mathematical structure, rendered the model difficult to 
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interpret fan a tiologieal pmnpeortive* 
In oontxttat to the model reported ty Adne (1971) and Wits (1972) 
in Nhioh only growth (i.e.» feedlot sKla) of a steer me xdmuleted, 
Gacehao et al, (1976) oonstxuoted a oMdel of growth and pr<A%ction of a 
eheep tddoh aleo ooneidered reproductive producrte (oonceptue) and ndlk 
production am well. The model warn designed to predict daily ohax%ee in 
body oompwitiM and weig#, enmrgy and nitrogen utilisation, wool 
growth, oonoeptus and ndlk prodiMiion for my age eheep. In the model, 
the amount of abeozted aadno-nitrogen (aar) warn dependent upon both «omorgjr 
(digMtiUe dry natter intake, ooa) and nitrogen intake (H )^ according 
to the following equation; 
AAN s .79 (.177 *1 * .029 DDMI - 5.2) (1) 
%uaMon (1) mm deodved tiiroagh regremioo analysis of date ftom several 
reports in the literature. Idifldng the amount of amino nitrogen passing 
to the small intestine to emrgy and nitrogen intake is similar in cm-
oept to the melaholittUle protein (HF) feeding eystm proposed earlier  ^
Bnrouc  ^et al. (1972) Wxich also accouxts for «wgy «d nitrogm in-
teraotims within the rumen as influences upon the anoisit of amine 
nitrons) being presented for postrminal absorp#on. The general algo­
rithm used to simulate growth was to calculate the total S-balauce sup­
portable by AAH, compare that to the amount of icdtrogni that can be in­
corporated in body tissue, wool, fetal growth ani milk production at the 
f^ ven level of wergy intake and then use the smaller of the two esti­
mates as the H-balance for ftirther calculatiw». If meeting the poten­
tial production levels results in a loss of tissue energy and/or nitrogen 
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in «xoMMi of pMMzibed Ualts* poraduotion levels of fetal psrodiurta «nâ 
milk production are reduced 10# each time adjuvtmenta are made until 
tisme ««w/mitrogen loesea are within acceptable limita. Production 
levels are finally adjusted ty an environmental sutunit to account for 
the effects of cold stress, if present. Due to the «qp&xioal nature of 
the model's equation#, the authors noted that the model is not applicable 
to feeding programs where high levels of fats and/or parot«inaoeous con­
centrates are fed, Mditiwial^ , feed ittUk9 is not predicted ty the 
model and mmt he supplied ty the user as input data. Graham (1961) later 
modified the modrà for ^plicatiw to the hwf animal. Changes to the 
earlier model included updating the basal metabolic rote (BNR) parameter 
to reflect the species difference and modification# of the equatims to 
presort initial body fat# fetal growth rate and others. 
leenetr (1979) prwented a detailed desoriptiom of a dymmic «tide 
anisal owdel developed to simulate emorgy utUiaation by the bovine* In 
coxtxsst to the Graham et al. (1976) model which ma largely constructed 
of «qpWcal equations» XMner (1979) nsde extossive mse of theoretic 
e*peeesi<ms in modeling feed intake, paretein and fat aceretim, fetal 
growth, milk production and other parawters. Data fxm a series of 
cattle feeding Wal# (Fo% et al., 1972) were used to validate the model's 
output». Simulated values for empty body wei##, total body protein and 
body fat fell within -7.56 to 7.9:5%, -7.38 to 10.2% and -17.94 to 5.9Sj$, 
respectively, of actual values; the large discrcqpancy in body fat cwtwk 
being attributed to the model under-predicting feed intake for one feWing 
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trial» Bsoauas it's theoretioal (mm oppoeed to empdzloal) oooponenta 
allow th# model to b# applied aexMs many oonditiona and factor», the 
author ooooluded the wdàl could be «(ployed aa a deoiaioB-makto* aid in 
aeleotins aise and type of feeder cattle, feeding profpcams and homdi^ ; 
r^itea» in the prcdiMtion of feedlot beef Mttle, 
gteBt Iml irtnnilitilffliii 
Wore often, whole animal model# of growth and production are in­
cluded aa aubiQfateai in aimOation modela of production aystema which 
repieaent the next higher level of organisational hierarchy in a eystem# 
approach to research. Sue to th# unique advantages conpotsr aimnlatioa 
techaiqtMs afford in being able to intégrât# concepts and data from a 
wid# range of diaoiplinM, most farm or production system nwd^s are 
intsrdisciplinmRF in so  ^with imrying dsgrws of representatiai of 
the various animal, agroKndo, econcnio, mnagerial and other factors 
%*ich cwtribut# to productive efficirnqr dependœt ui^  the objectives 
of a given research project. 
Hie# et al. (1974) developed a model of a range production system 
WKW» simulated the growth and saaescwc# of forage and its intake and 
utilization by grazing ruminants. Forage was eepazsted into green and 
dry age classes to permit sélective grading by livestock with forage 
growth being simulated as a function of soil moieturo and fertility, 
solar radiation and leaf area index (its  ^a function of h«l(#t and 
wei^ it of green plant material). An interesting feature of the model was 
the inclusion of a stochastic rainfall variable which used data obtained 
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from the U.3. Weather Bureau on rainfall ocouixenoes and anotmta in 
oomMnatlcm with a random number gonertttor to aimulate rainfall patterns 
and associated year to year variation in preoipit&tiai oharaotexiatio 
of the region being modeled (in this case, Northern California). Forage 
intake was modeled as a function of forage availability, animal weight 
and physiological status and rum«i fill (cmlculat^  as ,145 
bc  ^weight). Forage mtexing the nmm *«s partitioned into potentially 
digestible and indigestible Amotions; the aacuni actually dii^ sted 
dependent upon the amount of microbial protein present in the xtunen which 
in turn was depwdent upon the amount of organio matter fermented in the 
rumen and nitrogen availability. Edgeeted energy and protein were then 
sequmtial]^  allocated to maintenance, pregnancy, lactation and growth 
with oatabolisa of body tissues allowed to euj^ ort these functions if feed 
intake vtm limiting. Outputs of the animal subsystem and the entire model 
were shown to be in good agreement with ajq^eadmsntal results obtained m 
gnudng cattle and shwp, 
Sanders and Geurtwxi^ t (I979*,b) presented a gmceslised be  ^pro-
ducticm eiystew model and described the procedures thi^  used to simulate 
animal pexfoamance. Compared with the Rice et al. (1974) model, feed 
resources wore only minimally represented (thres vectors each containing 
12 data values corresponding to monthly estimates of dry mtter digesti­
bility, crude protein content and the imwdmum amount of forage dry matter 
available for grazing) and no feedback effects of the grazing herd on 
forage growth were included in the model. However, anittaT performance 
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was siamlated In omsldnnibls detail) subroutines to oaloulate growth 
rates, oow fertili^  and death losses took into aeooant age# oondition, 
pregnancy and lactational status» nutrition and other factors. General­
ized functimal relationships w«re used as opposed to oapixical expres­
sif»» to describe performance and as such did not require respedflca-
tion to be applied to different typM of production r^stens* For «canine, 
the Intmmational Livestock C«ntre for AArioa (UQAt 1976) api^ ed the 
model to production systems in Botswana, South Africa, to determine the 
cmmeqiwnc## of adopting particular nanageosnt strategies at the herd 
level the productivity of treditimal and improved ranching qrstwns 
in that country. Four sets of management interventions (5 and 9 no vs 
7 mo Msaning of calves; oontrcmed breeding sessws and wsaning prograsw 
utilising res«vsd pastures for weaned oalvnt introductim of a dry-
season forage and fMding it either to the entire herd or Mly to preg­
nant and/or laetating cows; and mtUdng of indigemms Tstatna Mttle with 
or without wppleeental feeding) were investi^ Ktod. Mditimxally, the 
impact of late ralw upon fotcage and aafiiaal productivity was simulated 
with the model, these rmearc^ess comented that detailed input/output 
data txm real prodwtion qrstems needed to foxmlly validate the awd^  
were not available* Instead, they cmmidered -Uie model valid if it met 
the following ozitecia* close coxrespondence of key production traits 
predicted by the model with observations made on the real systemi good 
agrewmxt betwew simulated growth curves for various livestock classes 
and recorded performnce data; and changes in direction and magnitude of 
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intermediate and auamazy output pazaaetem that are oonaistent with the 
expezlenoes and œqieetations of knowledgeable reeeerohers. Data were 
presented to indicate -Uie model was validated for uae in evaluating the 
various management alternative* under conditions encountered in Botevana. 
Results txm the simulation where a dzy-season forage was introduced into 
the lustra revealed that biological «ffidLeru  ^ (kg forage dzy mtter/kg 
live weight sold) t»s hi^ er when the forage was fed to the entire herd 
oonpured with feeding it only to pregiamt and/or laotatlng cows (20,32 vs 
20.90 kg dry matter/kg live weight sold, respectively). However, economic 
analyses indicated that the awre restrictive feeding strategy was more 
profitable (34* vs rate of return) than the whole herd feeding program, 
illustrating the interactions that exist between the various biological 
and ecwomio c<%pcm#nks of livwtocA productif system. 
Rotter et al, (l979a,b,o) used a modified versiom of the model re­
ported Tof Sanders and Cartwzight (I979a,b) to investigate the effects of 
milk production, mature body sise and crossbreeding systems up<m the 
biological and econonio effioim  ^of a midwestem cow-calf-feedlot man-
agmwrnt iQFsten* Speot^ c dxanges to the model iwluded allowing the rates 
of oonvendon of metaboliasable «xergy (MB) to net energy for maintenance, 
lactatiom, fat and lean gain to vary wi^  diet dii^ sUbility (previously 
modeled as cmstant values in the original model) and modifications to the 
equations predicting feed intake. Their results indicated that blanket 
recommendations as to optimal cow size, breeding système and other aspects 
of produoW^om for beef producers are ill-advised due to ^e interactifms 
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betwem irazions #«peet# of proAwtlom lAloh my ftevtxe one tgrp* of 
or autacoMot over another under m glvm rMouroe and pofodwrtion 
envlareuwit. 
loewer et al. (I960; 1961) reported the developiMnat of a ooaprehan» 
•ive oodtiL to dmlate # Aoa levA tetf porodnetiai ejstes and evaluate 
differvait pocoduotion stratefLee given the avallàUe reaouroea and manage­
ment deoiaion# made lay ocw-oalf producer#. Animal growth and reprodtwtion 
were aimulated for 12 different olamea of heef aninala aoowding to age, 
aex and reproductive atmtmi. Animal pezformaaoe warn taaed upon dxy matter 
oouo t^icm and the metabolimable tnergr and digaartihle protein owxtent cf 
the feed dxy matter. Intake ma modeled a# » peroMStage of live vaiglit m 
* eliding aeale ranging fxtn 2,80% of tody wei|^  for oalvea leaa than six 
montM of age to 2.20% of tody w«i#t for animal# 24 month# of a# or 
older. Adjoetment# wold he made to reflect time# of the year Wwn parf­
aite# and/or envirmawital tenpemture and relative humi&L  ^acted to 
Mdify feed intake. Ihe model «sa# wsitten in fORTSAH and utilized the 
GASP XV «imnlirtiq» langumge (Alan «d Pritaker, 1977) «iddi penaitted 
forage and imimal growth to be modeled as oontiœous Amorous tdiile al­
lowing managsrfal aotivities to he modeled a# diaorete evmts, more 
closely gjenlfiting the nature of a farm production eystai. A ggest deal 
of input information was required to operate the model to the extent that 
completion of the required input forms was estimated by the authors to 
take approxiaately 8 hours, depending upon the sise of the farm and coo-
pleod'^  of the management strategic» to he modeled. Despite the tremen-
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doua «flwimt of data zaquized to ua« th# model, ho*#v#r, th# anthocB 
f#lt that th# oompr#h#oËLv# inooxporatioii of mazy agronodo, animal, 
aoonodo and managerial flutom Mould mak# th# mod#l i»#A%l not only 
Apom a r#8#azdi oxl#ntation hot also fkoa an educational and extanaioi^  
farm manac#MBt p#»p«ctiv# as 
Kgoyan and fitihugh (1977) eonatxtwtad a aimulatim Md  ^to ##-
timat# fe#d #n#rgy ztquiz#aMats and project outputs of nwat, ndlk, flhmr 
and wozk from ruminant produotion qpstems. Fxiaexily used to estimate 
feed energy requirements for a natioul xuBlnant poipulation at a gLvoi 
level of produotivity,  ^mod#l also was us#d to #stimat# dxang#s in 
mmrgy requirwents, production levels and productive efficisooy asso­
rted idth dumges in birth rates, milk yield, growth rate, mortality 
and slaughter eg#. Provisioo m» made to simulât# productivity of larg# 
ruminants (cattl#, buffalo and camel) or small ruminants (shsfp and 
goats) throui^  mcdificatimm of th# oo#ffioi#nts in th# symtiwe to 
predict net energy reguirwents for maint«xanc# and gmin. An interesting 
aspect of th# aod#l ms th# accounting of environmental différences 
relsttv# to oliœt# (idmulated throu  ^specii^ ping the mmber of d  ^in 
a grwdng seascsi), quality and q^wntity of feed resoureM amdlahle and 
topography (as reflected in the activity of walking distance for gather­
ing feed and wter). 
Hein and Somtag (1902) described a model developed to simulate 
production and resource acquisition strategies for beef, forage and 
grain production by Vestexn Canadian producers, The model cwaisted of 
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a POXIRAR pcogam vhioh linked together a aexies of natxioes oontaining 
data on orop and livestock input/output ooeffioients» eoonoaio paxaastsrs 
including oomdity pdosa and 10-ysar pacioa vaadation sdisdolss (either 
historical or projected), and other information iiwluding managerial 
Ability of tils ftxnsr» produetiom alternatives and othar rWLsvant infor­
mation. Dssi#psd to txaos ths "detailed worWmge of ths qrst«  ^ as 
oppossd to optimising erqp and livsstook production aotivities, ths 
model was used prinoipallgf in devslop&ng fmrm plans and general farm a*n-
agement recommandation and in evaluating nsw production techniques prior 
to thsir implmsntatiw <» ths farm, %s authors reported that ths 
modsl was UMd to compute input/output coefflcimts for crop and live-
st<wk produotias activities on a regional basis for uss in analysing 
changes in tednKdogjr and agricultural policy at ths natioml level. 
Of ths models reviewed up to tixis point, all are detailed simula  ^
tiens of input/output relationahipe and interactions between various 
components which chaiacteriae the nature of beef production ^sterns. 
Jcnadst sad Cartwrig# (1975) reviewed various aspects associated with 
modeling teef production system» and used the term 'equi finality' - the 
same output(s) being produced with many different input combinations -
to dsserits a property exhibited by beef production systems. They om-
tended that given the large mWber of possibilities of combining variables 
or iE^uts in a beef producticn xgretem, an equally large maAer of re­
sponses or outputs are possiUe «wA that method to detendne optiaised 
input/output confeinations are viewed as desirable to aid in the identifi­
cation of profitable resource acquisition and production strategies. 
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IdiMttr lorogKuadnf (LP) techniques offer such an optimization capability 
ant httv* BEM utilisad in & mmWr of XMMZOI  effort# in tlx# dMtgn and 
oonatxuotica of production «yatea or fara-level coopater simulation 
modela. 
long (1972) de#l#Md a linear programming model to examine eouroes 
of genetic Yaziation a# they Influence prodiwtive effl^ moy of beef 
oattle #ymt«M. thdng estimate# of phenotypio and genetic ooaes t^ion# 
Arc# th# literature ooaOdned with ejqpexdUMBtal data on preweaning, 
weaning ad pMtyearling growth rate# and other relevant data, specific 
difference# in aAJk yi^ , fwtiU ,^ produotiv# longevity, cow eiae and 
coerelated progny growth zstM were examined in seven breeding ^etem# 
(three stxaightlxred and four crossteed system#) under two nutritional 
r^ lmen#. The rwult# invested that the level# of th# vaziou# par#»" 
eters measured (e.g., cow size, milk yield, longevity, etc.) which tended 
to nwadiBifle vtfUimof were depmdent up<n the ivecdfic vaxiaUe# and 
their interactions associated with a given production situation. As an 
«ocaaple, in eo^pazing the effect# of avexage daily milk yield# of 3, 5 
and 7 1% î^ poo productive effioimqf, 5 kg was .1% and 1*8^$ more ef­
ficient than 3 and 7 kg, reapectively, under nutritional r%im«: I 
(a least ooet feedlot ration balanced for digestible protein, metaboliz-
aMe energy and dry matter intake; r^ Lative  ^hi|^  nuteient cost) Wiereae 
7 kg of milk produeUoo^day was 6.5  ^and 2.17l( mxre efficient titan 3 and 
5 kg, respectivfltly, under nutritional regimen ZZ (pasture and harvested 
fozagsf relatively low nutrient (xwt). The author concluded tiiat the 
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fflod i^ng tcdmiqtMi provided a ayetewfcio method for examining and de-
sitfoing produotioo eyatwm, evaluatiag qieoifio genetio ohangM and al­
locating rwearW* prioritiea* 
loag et al. (1975) latar applied the aodid to inveatigate the in-
termctiw# between COM aiae and hard oamgmnt techniquea while fitahuch 
et al. (1975) emiployed the model to examine the affecta of heteroala and 
ooaqplmmtaxity on the efilcienoy of beef production. Cartwri#t et al. 
(1975) otiliged the MM model to oonipare tha profitability of two breed 
rctatimal and three breed orwwing «yatma in an anaJyaia of mating 
plana bMt rndtW tc increaaing productive afficianoy. They ooacluded 
^at tha cloaa n t^ia^dp of tha alnmlated reanlta to real world pro­
duction aystoMi lenda rapport to the validity of tha uaa of tha zwulta 
for coapudng production effldenciea and for making recommemdationa to 
producer# baaed on realiatio, thc%  ^almulated, obearvati<aw oonaiatent 
with th# typM of omditions encountered ty producer# in th# fl#ld. The 
ua# of th# oaeigiml model developed ty Long (1972) ty each of thea# re-
aeardi team in th# analyaaa of different aqpecta tat factor# affecting 
th# affidenqF of production exonpliiies another advamtag# of linear 
programming modela, nam ,^ their ua# in repetitive applicatioxa. McCarl 
and Nuthall (1962) fait that thia aapact of repeated ua# is a#ldom dis­
cussed or implemented although potentially a very valuable dxaracteris" 
tic of IP models, noting that although» the data m*v change fkom on# ap­
plication to another, the basic structure of a problem ntsy remain un­
changed (e.g., the ^Fpea of flsctors infltienctng faa productivity). B»-
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appliomtian of a modal than haomaa «imply a oattar of raspadLiying 
tha valim of oartaln paxamataxa appgojrtata to tha intanAad appHoation. 
Trada at al. (1977) mppliad a «ystow analyala approadi in daval-
oping a linaar programming modal of a oattla faading ftzn to avaluata 
tha vaaelotts faotoxa affecting profitaUlity in tha ^produotion of faadlot 
^Mf oattla. nva différant hoitaittg eyatwa lota with or tdthout 
ovaxhMkd Aaltw# thxaa daaigna of oold ooafinmMBt Wldinga) w«ra aim-
ttlatad to compara diffarmwaa in profltaMlity, optimal ration fed and 
WxadnUmg of faeilitiaa in faading yearling oattla. Their raaolta in-
dieatad that with tha amvpfeion of opan lota with no ovaxhaad aheltar, 
profita varied little hetiraan faoilitiea with diffarvooea in profita 
dua largely to diffacanoaa is fixed ooota of tha #y#tema, Zn each faoil-
i^ f ih9 MUM rati<m and adiaduling peoenui warn aalaoted. Tha nodal 
was alao ^pfiUad to analysa tha affecta of dxangea in animal p«tforaanoa 
paxaoatara (feed efficinoey and/or average daily #in) upon feeding and 
achadoling programs aalaoted for yaarlinge fed in oonftoamaot, Tb«qr 
otearved that aimnltanaoua changea in Wh feed effidlenqr and averag# 
daily gmin (i.e.. Increasing each ty 1Q0 raaulted in a laa i^er inowaaa in 
net profita than that predicted ty the additive affecta of aeparata in-
caceaaea in eadt parameter independent of tha oUuar (an increase of 12,%$ 
in net retttzna khan toth average daily gain and feed effidew  ^are im  ^
proved 2J0$ vermis an increase of 4,% and 5#% in net retosns with a 1@& 
imgrovment in average dai]^  gain and feed effioieney* reepectively, in­
dependent of the other). Thqr cwmslnded that these reseats denonstxate 
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the «s«ftilnM8 of anmlymia tadmiqitM in fis l^itating the 
exaalnatloi of the interaction# of theae dmngea aa ooartxasted to inde­
pendently analyainc diangM in dai^  g#in and feed efflolmcy vpm the 
profitability and effioienoy of bwf ptroduotlon* 
and national mùAmIm 
linear programming teohalqum have alao been need In the develop­
ment of larger scale oompoter eiaulation nodels at the regional and/or 
national level and a few of thwe have been reported in the literature 
in the past few year#. 
Miller et al. (1979) utilised dynaado linear programing teohnlquM 
in oonatruotlng a asthenalloal model of tW U.S. beef cattle qrele. The 
model was dwl^ ed to predict diangM in cow nunbers, feed requlrwemte 
and total beef producUcm over a iriwnlitted teo-year qr^ e In reepmae to 
tloee Intensltle# (hlatcrical, equUlbzlum and buUlW*) of hard buildup 
atrategle#, ouUlng and replacement mtes. The modal MM constrained to 
maximize the production of USDA choice beef, as beef production with no 
quality grade restraints waadifiiged bull feeding activities which was 
consider^  by th#me researAers to be an imrealistic scaaaaAo. Confaxi-' 
sons wore made between past cattle cycles (those of the 1950s, 1960s 
and 1970s) and the projected ones. Millar et al. (I960) later wed the 
model to examine factors influencing the effects of interregional trans­
port of feeder animals in optimizing feed supply utilization and the 
subsequent shifts in beef production patterns in the U.S. Their simu­
lated remits showed a significant reduction in the m^^y of beef at 
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#11 gnd« l#v#l# over th« flve-yoar projection period» lAxgely due to 
#n inoxe#ae in oow herd buildup activities predicted hy the modA. The 
«ttthon noted that the relative gecgra^o diatzilution of oow# and 
heifer# xMMdned unohanged over the five-year period due to the assuap-
tion -Uiai feed reaooroe# were adequate to aupport any inoreaae in herd 
aim##. They owmmxted, however, that in reality beef oow «cpamioa would 
be influenced by the additional ooet# a##ociated with expanding forage 
•nqnOit# #od «tiliiation. 
York# et al. (1961) later applied the earn# model to project the 
trad»-off# and lAdfta in production pattern# under ooct oiidfliaaction 
vcran# nergy minimisation production leheae#. Their remit# indicated 
that a ooet minimisation eaphaaia rwulted in prodwrtion pattern# and 
level# #f,mnar to the preaœt day beef production my#tem although favor­
ing increaaed bull feeding a# well a# increaaed t»e of silage and graa# 
in finishing cattle. Bmergy minimisation resulted in the elimination of 
feedlot finishing from the Northern Plain#, Southern Plains and Western 
region# of the U.S., laxi^ ly due to the esctensive u#e of tnd#tim: in 
these areas, an energy intenaive agricultural practice. An interesting 
result from this study was the observation that if energy costs were to 
increase three-fold above 1979 levels, the energy and cost minimisation 
solutions appear equivalent. Although large scale models such as these 
are far too broad in scope to validate, they nonetheless offer sow In-
as to the possible trends in store for ^  U.S. beef production 
industry in future years and, as a conséquence, my stimdate or provide 
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new direction» fat reeeerdi and dev^opnent. 
cammut«p.a#«t«t«a mumMmmmnt mrnnlioatiana 
In additioi to their uae in reeearoh #pplioatima, ooaqputer method* 
and teohniqtMs have fcx aoaw time bemi ap^ed in an extemdon wgaoity 
to aaaict prcduoere in addree^ng the taetdoel and atrat^ e ocno«R» in-
in the prodttortios and managment of livMtook* %ginnlmg in the 
early 1960# oeamtare were umed peineipelly to parfOrm varioue amonnt» 
ing function# aueh a# farm Inainee# record analyaia, evaluation of te  ^
cow h#rd pezfoznance and others (Hack and Foac, 1976)* Perhmqp# th# beat 
known of th  ^infocoatiai prcceeaing ayateme i# th# Dairy Herd I#rov#-
not Aesoeiatien (IMU) prc r^aa. Preliminary data reported ty th# t^ DA 
(i960) showed that cow# on official and nonofficial SRXA teat program# 
averaged 1A ,^6# lb and 13,84? lb of mUk, rwpooWlvely, compared with 
9,434 lb of milk for aU other dairy cow, Althou#» cOBputerised record# 
in and of theme^ve# are not aole^  ^ rMponmlble for this dlj^ erenc# in 
productivity, on# nwd only look at th# IHIA program to appredLst# the 
potential impact the application of this technology could have upon other 
types of livestock production aysto»* 
With the racces# of the SKIA program, the tiscfolnees of cmputer 
applications in assisting producers with waiMigement decisions became 
more apparent and various types of appOlcations of this technology to 
livestock production i^ stems began appeaadng in th# literature* Sean et 
al. (1969) eKtmded coaiputexised least ^>st ration formOatlonB to profit 
maximization and developed a 11, near programing model to select optimal 
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feeding parognuns and aUk proâiMtlon levels to oaxiaise inome over feed 
cost# toce daily producer#. The modA accounted teat tody maintenance re­
quirement# and difference# in sdllc produotim mponae curve# a##ooiat#d 
with alternative lev^# of «aogy and pirctWa intake* Other nutritional 
specification# including maximum vidœtazy feed intake, calcium, pho#-
jIhovM and crude fiter requirmawt# along with palmtaWlity restrictions 
on individual feeds were incwpmrated into the model. BoOTonic parameter# 
such a# feed psice# and availaUlitiM, price# and contract terms of milk 
sales was# evaluated to select an optimal roughage* ccnceotrat# ratio, 
feed(s) to be used, level of feeding and quantity of milk produced which 
would maximime income over feed wsts. Odtenaon et al. (19%) developed 
a model of rsproductim and milk production for a dairy herd to investi-
(pte the isgpact of change# in rsprcduotiv# management tedndquM upon net 
returns to dairy prcdncccs. Heat detection and conc t^ion rates war# 
identiAed as th# signifieant management variable# under a producer*# 
control and changes in the values of these parameters reflecting poor, 
average and good mamgerial ability were them investigated relative to 
their iapoot upon net returns and profitability. Their results indicated 
that changes from poor to «rerage heat detection and conception rates r#-
suited in Jaipur returns to a producer while increasing conception rates 
from average to good actually resulted in a decrease in profitability 
due to increased labor costs, hii^ uar feed usa  ^and other productivity 
relationships. 
Fok and Blade (1977) developed a model whidi predicted gain and 
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other fwdlot p«cfonwum pazuMttni for hwf omttle uming modified 
equstioui bmmed upon the CalifoMi» Ret EkMWgy Syetem (CUES)* The 
model aooouBted for eltemative frue eimee, body ooaditioi, the use of 
growth etimlmnta and other feed additive#, associative effects of feeds 
and «Bvizcnmtal influence# in predicting dzy matter intake, daily ipin, 
feed efficiency and carcass quality and yi^ d gradw. Though developed 
prima%i]y as an aid to researd* efforts. Black and FOx (1977) lat«r de-
Koibed the field gqpplicaticn of the model to a f^pical Michigan cattle 
feeding situation in am «octemian capacity. linking the feedlot perfoan-
anw model to a zatiom emluatiom program, the authors used a hgnwthet-
ical «(aagle of a cattle feeder wanting to develop a com-hased fMding 
prognui for a group of steer calvw to illustrate the types of infcomai-
tioa required from a producer to run the progwrnKs) and the resulMng 
output data. Access to these and mxxf other program# covering near^ r^ 
evexy aspcct of orcp and livestodc production is made availaMe to pro­
ducers through ttlchigin's TZLFXAV computer network. Other states have 
developed eHmilar time-sharing oyfftffiBS including Hehraaka's AGKEF eyetctn 
and Virginia's Computer Management Setwoxk, The advent of low cost 
microcomputer tedmdcgy has made audi aystms even more awHmble to 
producers in recent years and, as a result, has stimulated efforts to 
extend or apply these types of programs to programmable calculators and 
aorftam microcomputer iqrstems. For exaa^le, the Iowa State Itaivereity 
Cooperative Extension Service has had availahle for a few years a mmber 
of software packages for the Tarns Instruments prx^ramahle calculators 
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oorvœdng mmqy different «apeote of livMtook and orop production. Re-
oenLXy, wak has been undexway to transfer aome of theae program# for 
taae on the tr5-% and ^gple in adorocoaputer ayatema (Spike, 1961; 
peraooal oommoloation). Wilaon (I9ft2) recently docmemted a beef feed-
lot performance projection and marketing analyaia pr^ pmm which haa Wen 
ap^ed in the field ty extemion livwtwk apeoialiata (Ream, 19%; 
personal owmmmication). 
Theae and the many other appli<mtiona which are available lepieaent 
Umited-puqpoae or mxbeoterpKiae applications of comipwter models to proV 
Ima of prcduotioi and management, QywKtw (1961) cooteaded that thia 
type of auiWodeil approach, dmii#pMd to gain simplicity and esM of appli-
catiw and access to a wide variety of users, sacxiAcM the notion of a 
aystens concept as interactions between thwe various safenod  ^are often 
overlooked and/or diaregmrded. Re stated that the challenge, which has 
yet to be met, is to integrate eadi of thMs management aids into a mi-
fled eyvten which accurately reflects the dynamic and interactive nature 
characterizing llveetock production eysteas. 
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chapter 3. mmoals and hsthoos 
Demeription of the Model 
The pxlaaxy objeotiv# of this rMMurah warn tht davelopoent of a 
oomprdwmaiv# o«niput«r mtmOation model of a Mldwaatam faxn ftedlot 
f^vtra f«p %me in the ana f^ida of faoto» affecting the profltaMlity 
and efficient of feedlot Wef wttle produoticni. Recognising that crop 
prcduotion and Uvwtook feeding activities are highly integrated in a 
typical farm feedlot operation, each contributing to the overall profit­
ability of the enterprise and being Influenced by a mnber of blologioal, 
fliysical and economic factors intemciing in a cfnplex and dynWc manner, 
these ccqpcnenta formed the baeie stmeture of the ptrcdnetioi eystoi 
modeled tn this invntigatimi as ehotm in Hgure >1* The diagram f^ ons 
a foxnat similar to that described by Rice et al, (1974) idiere the eqimre 
boKM repr*eent pcàls of material or rescuroes, the solid lines flow of 
resources through the agitai, dashed lines (or boxes) nodifiers or in­
fluences and circles representing inputs and outputs to and fron the 
eastern, 
A number of specifications for the model were established in order 
to meet the resear^  cbjective(s) and include* 
1. That the biological phenomena involved be r^ reseoted at a 
levi^  of detail cimsistent with the types of information r»» 
ported by agricultural research stations* 
2* That alternative production strategic typical of a farm feedlot 
Figure 3-1. modol of a Am fmdlot pqrodteieilan fo t^sim 
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op«rmtion be inoozpozcit«d to rmfleot: 
ft. r««liatio rMOtttot aoquiaitioVdisiKMdtion procédure#. 
b. the Istnselctioiiahlpe or integretiw of <nop and Uvestock 
prodoetion aotlvltlm. 
0. uiux'ent market oomditioma and other relevant eoonomio param­
eter# (iBteoreflft rat##, crop and livwtoA prloea, oaroaaa 
diaoemt#, etc.). 
3. That th# modeling ftaaeworit b# fleadUe «xough to allow for the 
Incluaion of n#w infonation aa it beeooM# available and/or th# 
aéiitiw of altemativ# mamgememt praotioea to aaaeaa th# 
nlfioano# of change# in eadating input/output relaticmshlp# and 
teohnologtoal imwvaticma tqpon prodnotiv# effioiem .^ 
A aiod#ling mimilar to that r^ ogrted iiy Baldwin and Xoong (1979) 
in whioh oily th# minimal mnber of concept#, variable# and data required 
to aeouzat^  d#«ezib# th# r^aten ax# inoorporstad into th# baa# iMd#l 
was «np£l<qr#d in thia r#Ma%# effort. a nosbar of advantage# ar# real­
ized in utilising ttela approach «ideh inelndat aaaumnc## that nw 
#ga#ntr1ft1 are not introdecod into the modal; identification of 
necessary additions to the bas# model; providing insight as to the con­
ceptual framework upon which the model is based; and minimisation of the 
oof^ lexitar of the model in meeting the research objeotlve(s). this ap-
proach has considerable merit and was «ployed in this research effort. 
The primary application of the model reported in this study was 
its in the analysis of fwdlot cattle research data, in an att«# to 
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aor* preoiaely define input/output r^ Ustiondiipa in the idmtifiwtiw 
of optimal feeding profpreaa and other management prootloea oontxiteting 
to the effloienoy of feedlot beef «Kttle production at the ]pcoduoer level* 
to tiie extent that this xeaaaxoh objective iotxodiwed am optiodaation aa-
peot into the aod^Linc affort, linear programming tedudquee uUlising 
the Nathematioal Programming Syatm Extended (KFSX) operating ayetem 
(ZBt, 1971t liWn at ml., 1973) ware aeleotad to implemwt the ba^o 
atwotwre of the model. In addition to providing m nndtfling fxanetmft 
vhidi aUoNB for the oorartzootiOB of a detailed ajmnlaticp of a given 
ayatem (« «Aazaoteriatio utiliaed ty a number of reamed t«u» includ­
ing long et al., 1975# Baiohl and Baldwin, 1973# Miller et al., I960), 
the optimisation capabilitiM of linear progmmming techniques add a new 
diwenatflp not raadily available with other modeling technique» and istplfr-
mMtatimm. In emaenoe, linear programming models can be driven to 
identify the <#imal 008Adnsti(ai(a) and lev (^a) of processM or activ­
ities from a aet of altmnmtivaa, aubject to any number of restrictions 
or conitraints, which will maximise a spedAc outcme variable r«ffficred 
to as tlw objective functiw of the mdel* In algebraic notation» this is 
aynbolieal]^  leptesewted as; 
MkdMse t ^ c^Xj (l) 
%bject to*  ^*i^  ^ i i * l,.,m (2) 
^0 far j » l,.,n (3) 
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where* 
Oj " fve unit retuzB for the mctivity 
X j • the level of the activity 
* the asMunt of the 1  ^reeouroe required per unit of the 
activity 
• the amount of the i^  reeouroe available for production 
In the c<mtat of the farm feedlct aysten modeled in thia inveetig&tion, 
equation (1) repeeeearfea the objective function idddi naxiniaM the eum of 
the net reUona (Cj, defined aa groea imoae ainua variable cocta of pro­
duction not aMCUBted tat in the model) fxm a aet of production activ-
itiea iâmm the nmiber of unite of eadi aotivi^  produced (Xj). For farm 
feedlct cpegatOCT, these activities aape esaentiaUy the deciaiOM to be 
made ccnccming the nuafbera and types of cattle to put on feed» feeding 
pETOcramCa) to uae, r^pM of cr^  to W grown and harvwted, buying and 
celling ctasteglw and amny others which interact dynamically with one 
another to inflmmce productive effidernqr. %uati(m (2) deflms the 
limits to production as the nnœUc» of the resources required per unit 
of activity times the mnibar cet tadts of each activity produced 
(%j) to be lew than or eqml to the asMunts of the resources (1 )^ avail­
able for productif*, these resource oonstraints represent the -^ ppes of 
feed storage and livestock houaing facilities and their ct^ ecities, the 
type and fertili^  of the land available for crop productif, labor 
availability, credit limitations i#osed by loo&lng institutimm and 
other conslderatim». Equation (3) iagposes a necessary mathematical eon-
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dition that prodiwtion aotlvitlM ouaoot take <m negative values, i«e., 
that negative pcodiMtion i# not allowed. 
In MFSX foxnatt a linear progEeaslng sndel ia etxnotnred as an azxegr 
of i * 1 rows j * 1 oolnmns with the rows lepieeenling the various 
resomoM partioalar to the system being modeled and the oolunns defining 
the set of aotivitiss which ohaiaoteriie the production strategies avail­
able to the prodnoer* A portion of the oaqputer output using the HGTUHS 
optim of tM KPSl qrstta illustrating the overall structure of the our-
rent mdel is Aown in Figures >2 and 3-3, Table 3-1 defines the numeri­
cal rangss of the symbds ai^ earing in the flCTURS output, figure 3-2 
t^opicts the corop production and saAeting, fsed purchasing, dxort term 
borrowing and 12 of 24 oattle feeding activities includsd in the model, 
fignre 3-3 represents Ht» remaining cattle feeding activities, liveeto<* 
purAasing and selling opfciow and liAcr hiring activities, deluding 
row 0 and e<ùam 0 widoh have special sigpifloance, the entire model is 
strucWred as a  ^by 46 (row by colin») array. Using the notatiw de-
sexibed «arlier, row 0 represents %e objective Amctim or vector of 
net return (cj) associated wi^  eads acWLvity in the model. Negative 
valuM indicate a net o<wt associated with a particular activity; posi­
tive values denote a net return to the entcrpeise. Cdum 0 is a vector 
#ioh defines the maximum aramt at a given resource (1^) available for 
production. The intersecUtm of a row and cc^mn represents the amount 
of a resource utilised or produced by a glvw activity (a^ j^). In con­
trast to the objective Amctiw, a^  ^eoeffioiaits with negative values 
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indioattt pcodturtioi of a rmoixroA #ile positive values represent utili­
sation* A detailed deseziption of the values and derivations of the Oj, 
and a j^ ooeffloieBts is presented in the following seotion and in 
/appendix A. 
MFSK pexmits the use of a nudmai of ei^  ohazsoters to lal)^  w 
identify rows and columns in a linear programming model, labels were 
diosen to be as descriptive as possible, however the eight character lim­
itation way prient a probla of interpretatim to the reader and a r^e 
oooiplete dewriptiw of the rows and cdumni in the model is prMotted 
below. 
hflw (ifmbebml 
CBXWIMD - level to gsnt]^  rolling tiUable cropland* 
PASTURE - peansnent pasture* lAnsed in the umaeut analysis but 
provided for ftttare applications of the model. 
craCAP - operating capital ($) available for production. 
LABOHHAH - operator labor (hr) divided into quarterly periods of 
LABWJA availability (March, April, Key* June, Ju]^ , August; 
LABCffiSdi September, October, November; Decmber, Jamxary, 
IAB0B1U7 February). 
SlCOai - transfer row representing the acn of standing com 
ready for harvest either as com grain or whole plant 
com silage, 
TOXW - tRUMfer rows reprwenting it» amounts of com geain and 
7CBEAKS soybeans (bu) produced on-faxn either for sale as cash 
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Tmbl# 3-1. Kunexloal ranges of ^bols appearing in PICTURE output 
m & RANGE 
z IfiSS THAR .000001 
Ï .000001 THRU .000009 
X .000010 .000099 
V .000100 .000999 
V .001000 .009999 
u .010000 .099999 
T .100000 .999999 
1 1.000000 1.000000 
A 1.000001 10.000000 
B 10.000001 100.000000 
C 100.000001 1,000.000000 
D 1,000.000001 10,000.000000 
8 10,000.000001 100,000.000000 
r 100,000.000001 1,000.000.000000 
KQaMim • *é5ooooB-oi KAxntm • .200000*06 
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«cope or utilized am feed for liveatook* 
TF'fPCS - tzmnafer row» repr—eating the «nounts of whole plant 
TFCORf ooxn BUage (MFCS)» oom grain, dAydzmted alfalfa meal 
TFUHY and protein aupj^ emeot (lb of diy matter) available for 
TfSUPFL liveatook feeding. 
FBBBMT - nodded aa an open lot facility with overhead ahelter. 
DAÏSFSD - a nonccnataraining row indicating the number of day# 
oattle art w feed, 
FYISFEER - truafer row of feeder yearling ateexs (owt), 
MOBSFEER - tnuttfer row of ntzini steers (owtf live weight basis) 
with a quality grade of Ghoioe, 
HGSTKER - transfer row of aaidteft steers (owtf live weight basis) 
with a qwali^  grad# of Good* 
CH15ŒBF • transfer row of Choioe, yield grade 1-3 carcasses (cwt). 
CB^5BZEF - "teansfer row of Oioice, yield grade 4-5 carcasses (cwt), 
QHJBSBBW - transfer row of Good, yield grade 1-3 carcaaees (cwt), 
G45BDBP - transfer row of Good, yield grade 4-5 carcasses (cwt). 
7ÏXBEC - an a<»oanting row for monitoring fixed costs associated 
wi^  production. 
Transfer rows, as the name implies, play an important role in transfer­
ring the outputs of cm activity in the model to another activity for 
otiliza^on (Benecke and tfinterboer, 1973). As an example, FfBSTBER is a 
feeder steer transfer row which allows the model to transfer feeder cattle 
purchased by the BW3TSBB activity (see Columns secU^oo) to axif of the 
4e 
cattle feeding activities included in the model, %anafer rows provide 
the method of integrating resources between activities on the farm and 
ommtltifte the ta#do structure for modeling the dynamic interactions te-
t«e«i the vazlotts cmwmmita of the production systm. 
fiSiliBitf (activities  ^
GROWOBI - a com growing activi^  in unit# of mxe acre, 
HARVGQRR • an acW.vlty wkloh harvests com grain, 
RAJWWFCS - an activity «Mdi harvests com silage. 
GKEBARS - a production activity which grows and harvssts an acre 
of soybeans. 
iSBDCORS - an activity tdiich transfers com from the TCCCl&t transfer 
row to tlw Transi row for feeding to livestock. 
SELWOat - a mszketing activity Wxich sells ocm as a oaW* crop. 
ffFTJiMAH - a wariisting activity Wdoh sells soybeans as a cash crop. 
BUÏCCR* - activities which allow for the purchase of com grain» 
2UYDBIY dWvdrsted alfalfa meal and protein supplement for feed-
BUy I^FPL ing to livestock. 
fiOUftOH - an activity which allows for additional borrowing of 
capital on a short-term basis. 
F93071 - coluans representing the 24 t^le feeding activities 
# 
. modeled in this investigation. A detailed description of 
e 
F01002A ead) feeding eystem is preswted in the following sectiw 
(pp. Si - 53). 
BUÏSTEBB - a ftwder cattle purdxasing acWLvity (cwt basis). 
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SSUiCH - aaricarting activitiM idildi a l^ «ithar Choioe or Good 
SSLLG cattle on a live weight toaida (owi). 
SSLLCHI3 - marketing activitiee which mell cattle on a grade and 
SELLCK45 yi^ d caroaaa taai# (ovt)« 
ssumj 
KIAfiOHl - labor hiring activities for each quarterly labor period 
HMBQB (HIABOna for UEORMAM,..for lAEOmtfP). 
HIABOIO 
NIAK# 
Data Sources and Coefficients 
A nnaber of different sources were utilized in ccnpilinf the data 
required to accurately model the faxa feedlot prodnetion qrstoi. These 
included interviews with extension personnel and other professionals in 
the field, numerous literature sources iiwluding extension publications 
and rwearch data from heedf cattle feeding tzials conducted tgr low State 
University» 
HllMSli iiftllBWifflriilili 
Ihs saxisum OMunt of cropland available for producWw was set at 
286 acres whi<A represents the average farm size in Iowa (OSQA, 1961). 
The amount of operator labor (hr) available each quarter was calculated 
based on 52, 40-hour work weeks distributed evenly over each three month 
period. Operating capital was set at a maxiimm level of $%X),000 which 
was c<msidered to be representative of a line of credit typical for a 
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fan this siae (M. BoAlje, l96Zf p«noiial oonnniotttloii). Apart fxcm land, 
labor and operating capital th# only oUter roaouro# oonsidond limiting 
wa# f##dlot MpadLty* An op#n lot f##dlot fkoility with ov#xh#ad #h#lt*r 
as dMOxibad ty MoGtann «t al. (1979) #as s#l#cted tcae this modal with 
oapacdty act at a aaxinua of 100 h#ad. F#«d st%ag# oajwoity was assumod 
to b# adaquat# and aa such t«s not mod#l#d as a ssparat# rasouro# con­
straint in this study* 
frqflwUm MttYlttn 
Crop production ooaffioimts (TaUL# B-l) fw labor raquirmanta, 
yields (including field iMsea associated with harvesting), fixed and 
variable owts of productif were obtained froa a oa i^latioi of research 
reports published by Janes (1979)* Conodity pricM for com and soybeans 
reflect aaxkei conditions for the first half of 1962 (ISU« 1962b) and 
war# modeled as* 
%11 com - $2,20/bu 
Sell soybeans- $6,00/bu 
Buy com - %,30/bu 
In linear programming models, it is neceMSxy that grains be purchased at 
a higher price than they can be sold for to prevent an endlMS cycle of 
buying and selling gxain to gni«mte income. Therefore, a transportation 
charge of $.10/bn was added to the cost of buying com grain. Feed prices 
were obtained frm area elevators and were modeled as: 
IkAydrated alfalfa mwl - $130/too (90$ dry matter) 
Protein emblement - $yoo/im (9  ^dry matter) 
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As ooxn silsgs has no off*faxa vains» a speoillo oost was not assigned 
to this feedstuff. Rather» the ooet per toi of sllags fed Is aooounted 
for tor the costs assodLated with growing com and harvesting it as tdiole 
plant con silage. Wng cost data reported tgr Jsoes (1979), the total 
(fixed plus variable) oost of producing com silage is calculated at 
$13, A/ton (Table B-1). A short tern interest rate of 1Q( was prevelant 
in early 19BZ and is incoxporated into the model, Addltlowl labw oan 
be hired if needed at the rate of $5/br. 
Experimental data txm a series of three cattle feeding trials con­
ducted at the tiMtem Iowa Hessaroh Otfter at Castana, Iowa frai 1975 to 
1976 formed the principal data base for the UvMtocfc productlm cMffi-
dents included in the model. Six different diets in whlob whole plant 
com silage provided either 9}» 56, 37» 18 or 0 percent of dietary me-
tàbdUsaUe mtaegj (MB) with the lewatnder being supplied a com grain/ 
alfalfa pellet mixture (2*1 by weight) were fed to yearling steem either 
at an M or reeWoted (i.e., wnstant foergf) level of Intake in 
a 2 % 6 factorial desi#p. A total of 2  ^Hereford, Angus and Hereford X 
Angus steers waWdng an average of 695 lb were utilized in the study and 
were housed in open lots with overhead shelter* Steers fed jd ilMttm 
were slaughtered after reading a stiirilar fiml wel#A (average H48 lb) 
while steem fed at a rwWcted level of intake were slau^vter^  after a 
similar length of Mme on feed (av<n»ge I75 days). Summaries of the feed-
lot performance, carcass charaoteristics and other pertinent data for the 
restricted and M UMtam fed cattle are presented in Tables B-2 and 0-3, 
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respeotlvttly. A more complete description of the cattle, facilities, 
procedures and results of the study was repwted ty Brennan (1978). 
Results Arcs that invMtigation indicated that cattle on rwtricted diets 
had similar intakM axWl gains across all diets while steers fed M Hhitua 
tended to have slightly higher intakes, and thsrefwe geins, as the level 
of com silage in the diet decreaaed. Energy efficiency (Moal ME/lt 
of ffàn) rma similar for both groups of cattle as vers Mmss grades 
**en cattle w«re fed to a similar final wei##t or tot a similar length 
tims on fMd. In li^ A of thess finding# and the similarity in animal 
performance, questions arcs# as to which ration would b# Awored under 
typical productif conditions and id%eth#r restricted or M liMtun feeding 
program# would b# preferred, With crop prcductim and livestock feeding 
acUvities being highly integrated in a far* feedlot operaUon md subject 
to numsrooB site-specifio physical and ecomcmic influences, each ration-
intake cmbinaticn was modeled as a separate productim alternative in 
the model to identify those feeding managnent practices which contribute 
to the overall productive efficiency of the farm feedlot production 
system* 
To aid in identiAwMm, the cattle feeding activities included in 
the model (P9307le • •f01002Ai see Figures y^Z and 3^3$ also AgpmktLx A) were 
labeled acwrding to #%e fcUowing conventim iter#* 
F - indicates a cattle feeding actiidty. 
9 - four-digit code idxich reprwmnts the proporticms of dietary 
3 metabolizable energy nqpo^ed by UFCS t com grain in the 
Si 
0 «rtion (e.g., 9307 • 93*7, T'Cô - 74*26 ... 0100 " 0*100). 
7 
1 - indioatea either reetiioted (l) or jA libitum (2) intake. 
In addition to the 12 feeding aotivitiee (six ration# X two intake levels) 
tddoh produce oattle on a live weight baràs, 12 additional feeding activ-
itiM (thoee that end with an 'A*» e.g., f^ OTlA) are in^uded in the model 
fdiioh redTleot the grade and yield dietribution of the oaroaaaee j^ roduoed 
ty each feeding program. IhMe aotivitiea were incorporated to allow the 
option for produ^ng and selling oattle either on a live wei^  or oaxeass 
basis. For ei^  raticm-intake oaAination, feed oonsuaption and grain 
data were averaged over the three-year period and reduced to a per head 
tasis. Quality grade disrtritetiom were determined ty running a frequency 
analysis on the pooled slaughter data to calculate the peromUge of Mch 
grade (or grade-yield) combination produced by each feeding program, then 
multiplexing the percentage of each grade by tite cwt of live weiglit œr 
carcass produced by each zatio*-intake combination. Data analysie proce­
dures were conducted using the StatisUcal Analysis Systm* (SAS Institute 
Ino«, 1979). 
In order to accurately reflect the fixed and variable costs of 
cattle feeding encountered at the producer level, the Cattle Feeding f^ork 
Sheet (FW-1344; II^ , 1960) %6 utilized as the to^plate (Table >2) for 
calculating coet data in the model. Prices for feeder and market stews 
wwe obtained from news reports (ISU, 1982b) and irare modeled as; 
Buy feedlot steers - $65/cwt 
T&blo 3-2. Twxpl&te for oKlottlatinç ooot datai for oattle feeding aotivitiee 
VAmmM 0Q8I8 
1. Feeder ooot* t 0 (l) 
2. Peed cost* t 0 (2) 
3. Other vudehle wwte 
(«) Veteciniuqr* nedioal, opesvtins ooet of fWlitiee «ad 
equipment end nimoellêneow ooete t 
Interest on oost of feeder, feed «nd mpemting ooot 
(b) Breeder coat (l) * . (jl/lOO) intweet rate % 
porti<m of year on feed 
(o) Peed and operating eoati Peed eoet (2) i • 
operating (3.*) | • $ x i " i * 
. (iyiOO) intweet «te » t % • 
portiw of year on feed t 
(d) labor cost ± Q 
(e) Death loee* Peeder ooot (I) i x . WlOO) 
death loaa I 
(f) Marketing costs including hauling and on—insion 
Total of other variable costs t (3) 
4. TOTAL VARIABLE COSTS (1*2* 3) I (4) 
5. TOTAL 9XXSD COSTS 
Depreciation, ineuranoe, taxes and interest on buildings and 
equipment (12 tg 18  ^of investment per head divided ty 
turnaround rate") t (5) 
*&iqplioit]y accounted for in the liiwar iwageamming model and not included in these 
calwlations. 
dumber of lots fed per year. 
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Sell Choioe nexket ateexs - $é8/ovt 
Sell Good mritet afteen - $é6/o>rt 
A ahxink Into the feedlot, 1.5K ehzink <mt of the feedlot and a l.Q% 
death Iw# axe imoixposated into the wdel*# oaloulatioi» ZHPXdiiHs the 
steer tnying and selling activités. Oaxoass pxioes and diiooimts wore 
quoted direct from the plant manager of the Iowa %ef Proeessmrs packing 
plant (M. Watkins, l^ t penonal ocmmmicatioo) located at Ptct Dodge, 
Xewa. reflect aaxket condiUcBS for June 1962 and were modeled as: 
Ch<d.oe, Yield Qzade 1-3 - #15/cwt 
Choice, Yi<Ad Grade 4*5 - $112/owt 
Good, Yield (Stade 1-3 - $113/owt 
Good, Yield Grade W - $110/ctrt 
Overall Steuotore of the Model 
For all of its competing power and fletxiUlity relative to the 
modeling at biological eysteus at aiqr level of detail required, the ^£PSS( 
r^ste» is somewhat unwielil^  to use fgm a procedural viewpoint. A com­
plete linear programing problem is pundied on 80-coluan computer cards 
and submitted as a hatch job for r^ocesi^ ng iMch can be a Mme cmsvndng 
process. More significantly however, modifications to the data coeffi­
cients» rows and colwg» in a model is a cumbersom process of nanoally 
removing the <ard(s) with the imwwited (<nr incorrect) data, rei^ nching a 
new card, reinserting it back into the card deck and finally remAmitting 
the entire job f<nr reprocesidng onee the appn t^riate dxanges have been 
made. 
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A Store expedient method of using the MPSX r^at«B in an interactive 
mode during model developownt tna eeen as hi#%ly desirable. F\irthemore» 
in oalottlating the fixed and imiiable costs of prodiwtion (Teble 3-2) for 
eadi of the oattle feeding activities indikled in the model» numerous 
data both extwnal as well as internal to the linear programming nwdel 
were required. The repetitive nature of these Mloulations in oombinatimn 
with the types of data required further suggested that some type a 
ooflTotep-aasieted ftamewoxit would be useful. In li#t of thwe and other 
om^eratiims, it was decided that the fsxn fe^ot linear progrsmnii^  
modal would be "synthesimed?* witldn a largmr computer i^ rogrm wxittm in 
the PASCAL programing language (Jensen and Mirth, 1974) and Implemented 
cm the VAX-U c<m#Aer «ystoi at Iowa State University. Figure >4 illusm 
trates the major featurw of the oosplete computer-assisted MdAing 
r^*ten. 
USER 
AS/6 
Mainframe 
Cmputer 
Figure 3-4. Major fesAure# of the «wter-assisted syste# 
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In triaf, the main ooapxter program (FARHLP) allotm the user to 
create a new model or modify an existing one ty adding, deleting or mod­
ifying the data ooaffioienta, rows and/or ooluans within the model inter­
actively. A file named IPQATA exists Wiioh oontains all of ^e data oo-
efficients of the base linear programming model. A separate data file, 
FDATA, is maintained whioh contains the nutrient oontwt (perooits of dry 
matter, (oude protein, oal^ um, phosphorus and total digestible nutrientst 
g/kg of netabolizable protein and urea fermentation potential; Hcal/kg of 
mertabolisable wergy, net nergy for maintenance «ad net en#w Axr ffdn) 
and coat data for eadi of the feedstuffW used in the mcd .^ This file 
sees only limited use and is intended fot Axture anlicatiaiB of the model. 
When flniËhed editing the linear programing gwdel, a procedure is ex­
ecuted which displays the ouia.'ent values of the data coeffWents inter­
nal and external to the model which are directly related to the feedlot 
activities and oalculatimxs. Figure >5 reprwents the output txm the 
feedlot eubeection as displayed at the user's terminal. If any chongee 
are desired, %ey oan be entered directly firon the k^board and the re­
lated data coefficients and calculations within the model are updated 
accordii^ .^ fhm convicted, FABIfLF converts  ^model into a card-
image file in MFSX forwt (iFlfOXSL), allows the user to make dtanges to 
the Job Centred language (JCL) if needed, and prepares the file for sub­
mittal as a batch job for processing w the mainframe coi^ puter listen. 
The combination of Uxe linear programming faxn feedlot model and the 
computer-assisted modeling eyetea provides the necessary flexibility and 
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FBSDLOT Stœ-SBCnOR IWAUUT PARMtETERS 
Ro. lt«D Valu* 
1. Shoxt-tcrm intcrMrt rate (APR) 18.00 
2» FMdcr prioc (^ owt) 65*00 
3. OMth low (#) 1.00 
4. Shziift into fosdlot (#) 4.50 
5* Vet, Md and other opcr* ooatc  ^ 10.00 
6. Marketing, hauling aW oomiaeiai ooete/hd 3.OO 
7. Ownership (fixed) ooete/hd 69.13 
8. axrWk out of feedlot (A 1.50 
9. Av, price CHOICE (livevt. baeie# |/owt) 68.00 
10, " GOOD " 66.00 
11, Av. price CHOXCS 1-3 (ottcam haeiet $/cvt) 115.00 
12, - GHOZCB 4-5 " 112,00 
13, - GOOD 1^3 " 113.00 
14, - GOOD 4-5 • 110.00 
Do ycu wish to make any changes? 
Figure 3-5» Screen output to video tegnlnal from the feedlot eubeeotioo 
of the main t^ mpntear progaw (FABMXjP) 
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ease of use and meets the specifications for this research effort as de­
scribed earlier. A complete listing of the PARHLP computer program appears 
in Appendix 2. 
Two separate analyses ware conducted with the farm feedlot siso­
lation model in the evaluation of the previously described feeding systems 
and other management practices contributing to the profitaMlity of feed-
lot beef cattle production under typical Midi^ tstem conditions. In the 
first analysis (simulation A), the Arm feedlot production system was 
allowed to operate with no restrictions as to the amount of operating 
capital available for crop and livestock production or limits on the 
amount of space available in the feedlot facilities. Although an un­
realistic situaticn from a practical standpoint, operating the system in 
this manner permits the model to selsot those produoticn alternatives 
which maximize net returns to the system reflecting the most efficient 
utilisation of production resources unbounded by economic and physical 
constraints. The second analysis (simulation B) imposed an upper limit 
of $200,000 of operating capital available for production and feedlot 
capacity fixed at 100 head. This scenario, suxre r^ eroeentative oî aotval 
production conditions, was simulated to determine what, if any, changes 
in managerial strategies would be effected and to what extent input/output 
relationships change under these conditions. Comparisons between the two 
simulations should provide sme insi^ rts into the nature of the production 
process and aid in the identification of those production strategies con­
tributing to the profitability and efficiency of feedlot beef cattle pro­
duction. 
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It sho i^ld W reoognisttd that the model aa deeozibed is enpixioal 
and dct«Rdnistio> i.e., that the lolution otf the modA ere a direct 
fUMtimi of the input data and aseunptions inoorponted into the model. 
For this xmmoip semitivity analyses using the RANGE option of the 
KPSX package wore oonduoted on the iwdel's solutions. In eesenoe, the 
RAWSE option calottlates the range of values over **ioh coefficients in 
the nod  ^can change tdthout altoing the types and levels of production 
activities appearing in the opUmal s^utim. This information is useful 
in determiming the smsitivity of a solution to changn in cost estimates, 
input/output coefficients and other parameters in the model and how such 
^angn affect the final soutien, i.e., how the ntx of activities and 
their levels in the eohxtion would change as a result of changes in data 
coeffioimts» 
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CHAFTSH 4. RSSUUTS ARD EESCUSSIOR 
RMRilta txcm th* two «imilitioi» (A and B) oondiwt«d with the item 
fMdlot model are preeented below. Detailed iofoxnation omweming the 
««udtivit^  analya## performed on the tolixticna utilising the RANGS 
option of the MFSX package a#ear in App«adicee C end D# rwpeotively* 
Simulation A 
SttSBMxy outputa Arom the taxa feedlot model when operated md«p no 
reetxiotions aa to the amount of operating oap&tal available tot produc­
tion or limita m feedlot oapaoity are preawted in TaUea 4-1 and 4-2. 
Table 4-1 repreamta the vaxioiM production aotlvitie# and their etatua 
in the optimal aolntion aa indicated by the code in the columm làb^ed AT 
where* 
BS - deai^ tee an activity whioh enters the optimal (or basis) 
aolutiw and is feasible. 
Ut - nonbasis, activity at lower Unit. 
RL - noRbasis, activity at tq^per limit. 
The level at whi<* the various activities enter the optimal solutiw is 
indicated by the value appearing in the column labeled ACTIVITY. INPUT 
COer reprttsents the value of a unit of an activity in terms of the objec­
tive functim (negative values indicating costs; pwitlve values denoting 
returns). The column labeled BKUCBD COST indicates the chance in i3%e 
objective function that would remit if a unit of an activity not in the 
basis were forced into solution. 
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TaMe 4-1. Production ftotivities (simulation A) 
comm xt ACTIVITY mw COST REDUCED COST 
GROVCOBt BS 286.00000 -80.74000 « 
nmcm BS - -14.28000 -
nmms BS 286.00000 -13.43000 — 
oxsma u, - -56.36000 -529.94472 
wmxxm LL - - -5.99373 
mixxm LL - 2.20000 -6.09373 
RRUiRim BS — 6.00000 -
lUÏGOlBI BS 59140.07848 -2.30000 -
BS 1602864.04942 -.06500 -
BiJïsim BS 793647.99813 -.15000 m 
BORROW IL - -1.18000 -1.18000 
mm IL - -63.22800 -27.32413 
IL - -63.22800 -41.55663 
IX - -64.10920 -24.30467 
I7^»26U IL - -64.10920 -32.40131 
356441 IX -64.47390 -34.5^38 
F^U IL -64.f»7390 -24.940  ^
P37631 IL -64.90670 -11.24841 
BS 2492.28455 -64.90670 -
nmi LL - -65.67180 -9.85871 
nçeuA IL » -65.67I8O -3.47420 
fOlOOl BS - -65.93850 • 
FOIOOIA LL - -65.93850 -20.34736 
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Table 4-1 . (Cozrtinufld) 
oaam AT ACTIVITY mm COST REDUCED COST 
mm IL . -70.22440 -38.05843 
-44.77179 593072A LL -70.22440 
#262 LL - -65.01110 -29.11601 
f7426ZA LL - -65.01110 -36.09761 
F56442 LL -72.27620 -45.2^17 
%6#2A LL - -72.27620 -32.40857 
P37632 BS - -65.52370 
F37632A LL - -615.52370 
P19612 LL -66.27900 -7.87225 
ll9ftl2A LL -66.27900 -2.51093 
I01002 UL -72.56960 -1 .^27680 
F01002A LL — -72.56960 -30.16322 
BixarssR BS 18111.47101 -65.00000 -
«ar.T/nf LL 68.00000 -2.67130 
-10.91645 CTWr.T/î a 66.00000 
SSZJLCR13 BS 139 .^71635 115.00000 m 
SSLia!45 IL 112.00000 -6.^ 108 SSLUSIJ BS 3289.81561 113.00000 -
SSILG45 % 110.00000 -
HlABGRl BS 2 .^06455 -5.00000 -
MIABOS BS 2 .^96455 -5.00000 « 
aiÂBOb 
BS 
3688.28455 
1972.28455 
-5.00000 
-5.00000 -
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Table 4-2. Reaouroe utUlaatlon (aimul*tion A) 
ROW Acnvm SLACK ACTXVm EUAL AGTXVm 
C S6 203102.42  ^ -203102.42896 1.00000 
CBOPLAHS UL 286.00000 -673.78472 
PAsnms B8 -
OFIBQAP B8 1776544.11389 -1776544.11589 
LABOMAM UL 520.00000 - -5.00000 
LABORJJA UL 520.00000 - -5.00000 
LABOBSOR UL 520.00000 - -5.00000 
LA30MW UL 520.00000 - -5.00000 
STCOni UL -765.07472 
Tcoom UL -8.29373 
TGBBARS UL -6.00000 
rmcs UL -.06582 
Tfcom UL - -.04667 
TFXm UL -.07065 
TfSUFfl. UL -.16667 
FÏBSTSSR UL - -68.06283 
HGB9TESR UL - -68.94761 
msms UL -75.04044 
CBl^ BEBP UL -115.00000 
pshssm UL -118.83108 
C136EHF UL -113,00000 
GfWEP UL — -110.00000 
msoc B6 120297.4^3 -120297.46543 
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A# aeeo In Tmble 4-1, the overall produotioo strategy for eiamlaticn 
A consisted of planting all 266 acres of cropland in com and harvesting 
it as «hole plant com silage (MFGS). ^oti|^  com gnin, dWiydrated al-
fklfk Ml and protein rnqMamnent were porohased to feed the 37:63 ration 
at a restricted level of intake to 2,492 head of <mttle. As feedlot facil-
itiM were not a limiting resource in this simulation, this represents a 
one-time turnover of ft^ lities with cattle on feed for a period of 175 
days. Ihis feeding program produced cattle grading Choice, 1-3 and Good, 
1-3 were sold on a carcass basis as indicated tgr the positive values 
appealing in the 321X0113 and SSIXC13 marketing activities. Additional 
labor was hired in each quarterly production period ranging txom 1,972.28 
to 3,668.23 hr, équivalait to hiring four fiU-tiM emiplcyees principally 
to meet the Wwr requirements for feeding cattle. Three actional en-
^cyees (for a total wm* force of seven fttU-time won^cers) were required 
during harvest to help in putting up the com silage for use in the cattle 
feeding progsam. The operation required $1,776,5#.12 of openiting capital 
(Table 4-2) and gncwrated a net retnm of $2(^ ,102.43 to the mterprise. 
Deducting the fixed costs of production ($120,297.46) ftm net returns, 
the entire operation produced a net farm income of $82,804.97. 
Under these production conditions harvesting com as com silage 
and waiireting it throuf#» a cattle feedi% program g^ppears to be the mwt 
efficimt and profitable use of production resources as indicated by a 
number of psrametem. Om indicator is the extremely large income penalty 
associated with using cropland for soybean production. Ti^ e 4-1 indi-
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oates that for eaoh aore of aoyWana produoed, n«t xetums would decrease 
ty $529,94, nearly a ten-f(dd Inoreaae over the aotual costs of production. 
Although selling eoyWms as a cash crop entered the basis or optimal 
solution (at a sero level, however), RASGS analyids (Table 0-6) shows 
that tor st^ tean production to be coniddered a fea^bde crop joroduction 
strategy the price of soybnns would need to reach $21.l4/bu under these 
price and productivity wOationAips, 
Another indicatif of the value of com silage to the farm feWlot 
operation is seen in %ble 4-2 which illustrates rMource utilisation by 
the systoi. The cclunn làbeled ROW indicates the various rMooroes and 
transfer rows present in the model and their status in the optimal solu­
tion as indicate by the code appearing in the column labeled AX fMch 
fdlcws the sane convention as previously described for Table 4-1, The 
colusm labeled SLACK ACTIVITY represents the amount of a resource unused 
or requirwent overfulfilled. In esswe, it is the difference between 
the amount of a resource available fw we (i.e., the bj wefficieot) and 
its ACnvnx value in sfOutiom, For «ample, the maximum asmmt of crop­
land available is ^B6 acres. Since all 286 acres were utilised tor sila  ^
production, a value of sero (denoted by a *-") appors under SLACK ACTIV-
ITY, Cf interest is the column labeled COAL ACTIVITY which represents 
the "shade* price" or marginal value product (KVP) associated txii)» a one 
unit increase or deer^ se of a production resource to the objective func-
ti<m. In essence, the MVP represents the value of the last unit of a re­
source brought into solutim, Par the com silage transfer row (TPWFCS), 
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a lb of oora silage dzy matter was worth $0.06582 which translates to 
$46.7l/t«a on an as-fed basis (($.06582 X 39% dry matter) X 2000 lb). 
Most methods for determining the value of a ton of com silage estimate 
its worth to range fïon eight to ten times the cost of a bushel of Mo. 2 
com (Goodrich and Meiske, 1976» Williams, 1975)* Results from the sim­
ulation model would suggest that in terms of the value of a ton of oozn 
silage to the farm feedlot system, we may be ^gnifiwntly underestimating 
the value of this feedstuff in finishing cattle diets. It should be rec­
ognised that the value estimates generated ty this model do not iwlude a 
cost for storage. However, even deducting the cost of coistoioting new 
storage facilities, ranging ttm $9/ton for trench eilc« to $84/tm for 
an airti#* silo with unloader (James, 1979; rev. 1$$2 prices), the value 
of a toi of c«m* silage to the farmer feeder mxqr weU be higher than 
previously thought. 
Figure 4-1 represents a plot of the various feeding programe (ration-
intake coabinstions) and sluing strategies (live wdi#t vs carcass 
selling) and the iaeom penalties as8<M t^ed with each activity as givw* 
by the value appearing in the ROUŒD COST coltoan in Table 4-1. Under the 
cmditions of unrwbeicted production rwources as w)deled in simulation 
A, those rations with increasing levels of com groin were relatively more 
profitable to feed, i.e., had lower income penalties, than the hi#er 
silage mticms. These results are interpreted to suggest that waadajsing 
the amoatA at com silage produced on the farm and incorporating it into 
a feeding program #icb optimizes aniwal performance is the most profit* 
Figur* 4-1. Incme pefwlties as80ol«ted with vaarioi» f««din#/marketing 
alternatives (oimulation A) 
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able use of production resouroea. In terms of feeding management, re-
atrioting the amount of feed consumed was favored over sA lititim intake 
as was selling oattle on a carcass as opposed to a live wei^  basis, in 
gmezal, however, the close d%ree of correspondence betwem each df the 
lines on the gra]^  would imdiwte that apart from the type of ration fed, 
feeding managesmt pxaotioes and maAeting strategies were of isinor ^g-
nlfioance under these production oondltione. 
Of interest is the response of the model to the 56i44 (dietary MB 
from UPCStooEB gesin) ntion. As MBtionsd esxUer, om of the wdsp» 
lying reasons Sot developing the farm feedlot model **a to qtmntiiy 
input/output relatiosehips in an effort to gain some insights into the 
nature of the production process. Che question an answer was being Bought 
fw centered around the significance of associative effects of feedstuffe 
m animal performance and, ultiaaete ,^ the profitability of a cattle 
feeding program. In an Mrlier investigation (Brexnan, 1978), the 
mtiw appeared to W «hibiting ass««iative effects as feedlr* perform­
ance KM poorer on this raUoii than either the 74*26 or 37*63 retime. 
Figure 4-1 shows that for cattle fed the j6%# ration and marketed on a 
live weight basis the associative effect did result in that feeding pro­
gram generating a larger income pmalty than the ratims m either side 
of it. InteresUng^y enough, when t^tle are marketed m a «areas# basis 
the associative effect is removed. These results cmggest that peaAape 
associative effects, ^dsen observed as a live &àn rcwpmse, W 
a (pstrointestinal fUl effect. At the very least, the ow^pit from the 
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model provide# su^ort for the pieotioe of edjumting live weight gain 
data to aooouBt for difference# in drwaing peroœta^p when making eo»-
paxiscn# between high silage and high grain feeding progcus. 
Simulation B 
Résulta from the farm feedlot model when restrictions on operating 
capital (maxiumn of $iK)0«000) and feedlot opacity (maxbRin of 100 head) 
are applied are shown in Tables 4-3 and 4-4, Under these operating condi­
tions the overall production atxetegf changes rather dramatically as oom-
pwed to simulation A. T»ble 4-3 shows that of the 286 acres of cropland 
only 55 aar#s are planted in com, the remaining 2J1 acre# being diverted 
to soybean production. All of the com is harvested as cocn silage and 
enough ooxn grain and protein mgplemmt sare purdmsed to feed the 93*7 
ration at a restricted level of intake to 206 head of cattle. Althoui^  
feedlot capa<Aty was limited to 100 head, tiie irttort tiaw these yearlings 
were <m feed (175 days) pamitted the eystem to fwd out two lots of 
cattle in the simulated production year. Whether or not a producer of 
this six» and resource base would feed out tw> lots of yearlings is a 
quesUon. Howwer, within the modeling Aamewca* a twice-year]^  turn­
around of fhcilitiw is the most optimal utilisation of production re­
sources and suggests a imnagement strategy which sane cattle feeders may 
wish to reevaluate. The 93*7 ration prodwed cattle grading Ghoioe, 1-3 
and Good, 1-3 «hich were s  ^w a oareass basis similar to the maj^ eting 
strategy followed in eimulatieaa A, Ho additional labor was required ex­
cept for the Sept.-Hov. period where 188.82 hr mere hired to help meet 
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Table 4-3. Kroduetion activities (simulation B) 
cGUSfR tes Aonvirx 
GHGHCORH 
nmccm 
mmfKs 
omaws 
ISDGQRR 
SZLLCQRR 
smms 
mrcom 
WtJWi 
mmn 
BORHQ» 
ff93071 
mmx 
ma&i 
PT^^éU 
F56#l 
îSéMUA 
537631 
P3701A 
F198U 
nseuA 
FOlOOl 
moau 
mur COST msmo COST 
-€0.7^000 
-14.28000 
-13,43000 
-56.36000 
2.20000 
6.00000 
-2.30000 
-.06500 
-.15000 
-1.18000 
-63.41640 
-0.41640 
-64.26340 
-64.2#0 
-64.50210 
-64.59210 
-64.98890 
-64.98  ^
-^ .71980 
-65.71980 
-65.95310 
-65.95310 
33 
LL 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
LL 
ÏL 
BS 
ÏL 
IL 
LL 
Z2» 
LL 
LL 
LL 
LL 
IL 
LL 
54.87271 
34.87271 
231.12729 
8089.45526 
117*95056 
66416.40598 
208.5505? 
-35.01000 
-.10000 
-1.18000 
-35.63829 
-56.42918 
-13.00859 
-80.27712 
-33.75931 
-93.03267 
-35.62023 
•U9.4  ^
-64.54577 
-159.ies  ^
.im.27@76 
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Table 4-3 . (Continued) 
CQU2MR AT Acnvm IHPOT COST REZSCSD COST 
mm IL • -70.45970 -45.97446 
P93072A ss - -70.45970 -
P74262 LL - -65.17710 -53.30692 
Î74262A !L - -65.17710 -11.84091 
F56#2 IX - -72.43770 -102.20469 
F56442A LL - -72.43770 -30.92284 
F37632 LL - -65.61770 -84.06244 
F37632A LL -65.61770 
-66.33420 
-17.88034 
F19612 IL -105.14321 
F19812A LL -66.33420 -55.93745 
P01002 LL - -72.58610 -176.(^ 623 
imoozA LL — -72.58610 -128.02506 
BUïsrzm BS 1517.72407 -65.00000 -
BS - 68.00000 -
SZEXC BS m 66.00000 -
sm(»i3 BS 1059.43691 115.00000 mm 
SS3LLCH45 LL - 112.00000 -11.88296 
E3ma3 BS 352.45047 113.00000 -
SmG45 BS - 110.00000 
HIAKSa LL - -5.00000 -5.00000 
HlAmSZ LL m -5.00000 -5 00000 
HiAmm 188.82101 -5.00000 -
H» - -5.00000 -5.00000 
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Tmbl# 4-4, Reaoupoe «Ulintiai (simulation B) 
ROW AT Acnvm SLACK ACTIVITY DUAL ACTIVITY 
0 BS 66811.732:» -66811.73239 1.00000 
CROPLAND UL 266.00000 - -149.94000 
PASIURS B8 — M -
QPEROAP BS 141187.14726 
W.(gi65 
58612.85273 -
LABORHAM BS K».96835 
122.17380 
-
LABOilJA BS 397.82620 «• 
ïàsmm UL i&o.ooooo — -5.00000 
LABORSJF BS 208.55057 311.44943 • 
ercoRN UL - - -230.66000 
TCCQRR UL - -2.30000 
TOSSANS UL - -6.00000 
TFHFCS UL - -.022  ^
TPCORN UL • -.04667 
mm UL - -.07065 
TfSUFFL UL -.16667 
fHSHmitiff UL 100.00000 -233.^ 892 
oorsisD BB 36496.35036 -36496.35036 • 
nmsm UL - - -68.06283 
NCRSTEER UL - - -66.34146 
Hcsm 
mjBMr 
UL 
UL 
-64.39024 
-115.00000 
C845B&ZP 
ajBBBT 
UL 
UL 
~ -123.88296 
-113.00000 
G45BSSr UL m « -110.00000 
mzDc BS 42385.42247 -42385.42247 
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the labor needs at harvwt. The operation reqtxlred $141,387.15 of qw 
ating capital (Table 4-4) and prodwed $68#8ll«73 in net returns. Sub­
tracting the fixed costs of prcductima ($42,365.%) ftom net return:, the 
fum feedlot operation gmerated a net farm iiwone $26,426.31* 
Althou^  cropland utilisation changed i^ #ificantly in Emulation 
B, corn silage remained a valuable feed resource to the farm feedlot 
i^ stm to the extmt that com ^ lage comprised the predominant feedstuff 
in the cattle feeding program. Inspection the "shadow price" or mar­
ginal value product (MVP) of com silage in Table 4-4 reveals that a pound 
of com silage dry matter ms worth $0.(^ 31, equivalent to $l6.5l/t(m on 
an as-fed basis. Gven thcu#^  this represents nearly a three-fold decrease 
ttm its value in idmulaticn A (Am $46.71 down to $l6.5l/ton), the iwlue 
of this feedstuff is substantially higher than its total cost of produo-
tion ($13.6l/tfio). S^ b^eaa production enters the cropping strategy in 
simulation B largely as a "second best" production alternative. In both 
simulatims A and B, crop production strategies reflect the level of 
cattle feeding which is a function of a spwific resource limiting feedlot 
productif, filth no rmrtxicUons on operating capitfH or feedlot «w^ city 
as iMdeled in simulation A, the numbers txt cattle fed are limited by the 
amount of croftland avail^ rtsle for com idlage productiim. All available 
land is put into com prodoctiw at the exelmion of all other cropping 
altenwtives. In simulation B, fwdlot capacity was the resource limit­
ing the mnbers of cattle tiist could be fed. As a result, only 55 acres 
of crc^tland were required tot feed prodneticm with the remainder being 
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diverted to the next moat profitable cropping alternative» in this in­
stance soybean production* 
Another interesting characteristic ot sisnlation B is seen in Figure 
4-2. Contrasted to simulation A lAere higher grain ratioxm were relative­
ly more pr< t^able to feed than hi^ «r xdlage rations (Figure 4-1), just 
the o^qpo t^e relationship is seen in figure 4-2 i*«re the differences in 
profitability are omre prosounced and fkvwing the hi#  ^silage rations. 
A t^ionaUy, whereas Mtttle marketing alterxmtives (live weight vs 
carcass selling) were of minor impcrtance in simulation A» they played 
a much more sigdflcamt rde in simulation B with a clear par^ nrence for 
selling cattle on a carcass basis. Similar to simulation A, however, 
feeding managemwt practices of restricting feed intake as opposed to 
M libAtmi feeding were of little cawequmxce concerning the relative 
profitability of the mxioas feeding i^ rogcom evaluated by the model. 
Of interest Arm a managmAal perspective is the sewitivity «f the 
model's BcHatâma to changes in feed and livestock prices and the effect(e) 
sxKd* changes mi#rt have upon the final and levels of prodwti(m 
activities "recmmendei^  by the farm feedlot model. Sensitivity analyses 
conducted on the s<autim* for simulations A and B utilising the MRŒ 
option of the HPSX padcage aiRpear in ARiwmdices C and S, respectively, 
and reveal eem interesUng charactegistics of the two production onriron-
ments modeled in this investigation, 
Hith respect to Changes in fe  ^prices as thiv affect the optimal 
solution for siwlatiw A, RASGS analysis (Table 0-6) indicates that the 
Fleure 4-2. Income pmaltiee aesociatcd with various feedins/nazfcetinf 
alternative (dtsmlation B) 
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37*63 zstlon would rwaaln in aolutim at ita current level of 2,4% head 
over the range of owa prloM tvcm $2,18 to $2,90/bu aa shown in the 
ooluan laWled UPPER C(^ /lOWER C%ir. Above $2.9C/bu, the 93x7 ratim 
would enter the solution (indicated by the column labeled UMITING 
process) while at a com price of leas than $2.l8/bu the 19*61 ration 
enters the optimal solution. Similar results are sem for the other 
feedstufft» i.e., that the solution is stable over the range of prices for 
dWxydrated alfalfa meal of $121.64 So $173#l4/tm: and for protein suR^e-
ment fnm $263.00 to $408.98/ton. If the low end of the price range for 
amy feedstuff were to b# reached, the hi^  grain ratira (19*81) nters the 
basis while at feed pricm sxceeding the tipper ran ,^ the hi|^  silage 
(93t7) ration becomes the optimal feeding program. This behavior of the 
Mdslt in ^ eet paralleling ooovmtional field praotioM of feeding high 
gcaim diets Wwm feed prices are low and feeding high forage (silage) 
rations when grain prices are high, points to the validity of the model's 
overall structure as being representative of a real world production 
«vstm. 
In contrast, sensitivity analysis of the solution for similation B 
reveals that the optimal feeding program (the 93*7 ratim) is stable over 
a much wider range of feedstuff prices from $@2,l6/tw to infinity for 
dcdqrdrsted alfalfa meal and $0 to $l,002.50/ton for protein 6up#«#ent 
(Table &-6). Althou#» the price range for com grain at which diangee in 
the optimal solution would occur is narrower for simulation B than for 
simulation A ($2.20 to $2.67/bu oomgpared to $2.18 to $2.90/bu, respee-
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tively), the only changes that are torought about are in feed prooureaent 
aotivitlM and not the ration Itself. Were the larioe of oom gmin to 
fmH below $2.20/bu, the ^UCORf activity would enter the solutim at 
a lower limit. As the SSLICOISt activity is alrea  ^at a lower limit as 
indicated in Table IH», no ohan#  ^ to the optima sc^ution would result. 
At a oom price greater than $2.6?/bu, the oom harvesting activity 
(HARVCOBN) œters the solution at a level to provide «soui^  grain to feed 
the 93*7 ration, in effect replacing the com baying activity (KIÏC0H9) 
currently in solution. 
Concerning feeder cattle prices, RANGE analysis shows that the 
model's solutim for ^Lmulatim A was acre snisitive to dianges in feeder 
prices ($64.14 to $67.69/cwt) than was the solution for simulation B 
(|j8«79 to iTl.éO/cwt). (Mile prices b^ow the low end of the rwxge in 
each simulation brings the next most profitable ration into solution while 
at prices exceeding the upper «d of the range (Aanges in cattle na^eting 
activities are suggested. These data need to be interpreted with caution, 
however, as changM to the optimal solution as indicated by the output 
f&m the RANGS aœdydLs are based ui^  c^angM in the cost or price of one 
cmpment whUe holding all others constant. Inasmuch as carcass and live 
weight prices for market steers are a direct Amotion of me another, care 
most be taken in evaluating any changes to the optimal solution suggested 
ty the RANG3 output as it concerns livestock marketing strategies. De­
spite this limitation though, RANGS ana^sis is useAil in ideotlQrii^  the 
magnitude of ctongM in the model's inputs and outputs and the effwt(e) 
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such changea have ixpcm the optimal solution, identiiVing thwe areas, oo-
«ffloittnts, etc. **ioh have a oxitioal ^eot uiwo the x^st«m*s pexfotm-
anos. 
In gmezal, RAHGB analysis indicates that apart Am the decision 
on the type of ra^on to lie fed, the ability of larger producers to make 
changes to the feeding program (ration) as oommcdity prices change might 
well W an iimportant manafpnrial practice Wiereas fot the xmallw producer 
feed prodtwtiai and acquisition dédisions play mere of an ia^ortant role 
in affecting the overall profitaUity of a cattle feeding ent«:pxiae. In 
addition, the rwults ftm both simulations clearly dencnstrate the sif 
nifioance of the dynanio Interactions between the various oonrponento of 
the farm feedlot production eystoi and their ocmbdLWtion to the overall 
l^ rofttaMlity of agricultural production. Although ^  differences in the 
variable costs of produdUog cattle (iHFUr COBSt Tables W and 4-3) on the 
various feeding programs untried by <mly #,34 and #,17 in sinulatiais A 
and B, respectively, the interaction of the wttle feeding program al<mg 
with cropping and moi^ eUng alternatives within a g^von resource environ-
stent resulted in an effect on the overall profitability of the fans feed-
lot ^ysten as measured as a reductiw in net returns (aSBlXSD CMP, Tables 
4-1 and 4-3) ranging from $45*25 to $176.04/ateer fed in simulations A 
and B, respectively. Additionally, althou  ^simulation A appeared to be 
mso productive in terme of cattle production, net farm income expressed 
as a percentage of the operating capital required for production was 
4,6  ^for simnlatiqa A and 18,699  ^for sinailatiwi B, r^ha  ^lending ams 
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credence to the observation that **Heser is not neomsarlly tetter". 
At amy rate# these results point to the importanoe of effective short-
and long-term decisicm making at the producer level and illustrate the 
usef\alness of a eystenm approach in addressing agricultural prodwtima 
and research issues. 
Validation the results obtained frm a oosipttttr idinulation model 
is always a oom^dmpation, the fea^Mlity of which Wng a direct func­
tion of the scale and conq^exity of the model being evaluated. Smldwin 
and Kocng (1979) suggestW an ideal validation procedure where the be­
havior of a cmputer «mdel is tested or validated agminst a series of 
exMziiMnts cœduoted to o«qpare the sMdel's predictiw# with the real 
world system being slmOated. However, limitations in funding, sianpmrer 
and other oonatreints often prevent «tpK i^ng this ideal validation ap­
proach. In Dwdels at the oa^pn or animal level, a widely uesd vaUdatioi 
technique is to compare the model's outputs to an independent set of data 
not used in constructing the model. Provided the validation data is 
truly indepmdent of that used in model development and a wide range of 
independoit variables are rc^presented, tWLs provides a useful method of 
evaluating the validity of the outputs fxm the model. Qs the other hand, 
models at the faxn or regimal level are often so cos^ lex that no data 
exist to verify the outputs of the system. Klein and gmmtag (1962) 
asserted that validation of simulation models more closely represents 
verificatiw in idiid) one maures th&i, feasible alternatives have been 
modeled coxrect i^ that conceptual integrity in model design has been 
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aeiHtainedi and that all internal calculations have been pexfoonaed 
ooKMotly. fdoe et al. (1974) auggeated that In oases Asr* valldatira 
of the whAle model msy not ht possible» examination of the model's sub-
units for "hiologloal vexaolty and aomancf* msy he an acceptable method 
of verifying the model's ovearall stxcwture. In this Instanse, if the be­
havior of the model parallels the bAavior of the real world system being 
danlatedf the nwdel oan be considered to be a valid representation «T the 
l^ enmena being investigated. Based upon the eonmats utde during the 
dlsoussioa of the results of tids imvestigatiax, meeting thwe criteria 
as outlined by Klein and Socmtag (1961) and Rte* et al. (1974) is sub­
mitted as validating the taxa feedlot model developed in this study. 
Improvements and Future Applications of the Model 
As in any modeling effort» a number of Improvomits to the basic 
structure of the farm feedlot model are sem as desirable to erihnce its 
application to a wider range of feedlot beef cattle production eyvtems 
and factors affectdU% proA&ctivity, (hw area for iaggwrnmA relates to 
the number of cropping alternatives available to the production system. 
In its current form, tea feedlot model only considéré two crops, com 
and ooyboaa», grown on essentially one type of land. The inclusion of 
alternative grain/foxago crop production activities and the utilisation 
of differwt types of land (e.g., permanent pasture) would ccnWbute to 
the model's «wplicaMon to more diverse agricultural production systems. 
Because the farm feedlot model's primary we ms in the evalmtio# 
of the results ftom a specific feedlot research project, no effort toe 
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mde to evaluate different hoiudng ayatem, genotypes, ages or sex of the 
oattle put on feed. These axe undoubtedly important considerations as 
they affect feedlot performance (along with a host of others) and are 
areas of future application for the sMdel. With appropriate mcdifloations 
to the PASdAIrtas  ^ FAIS1LP program, however, these and other considera­
tions could be easily incorpwated into the modeling framemnft to extend 
the farm feedlot model's application to a predictive as well as analyti­
cal capa t^y. 
As a final commoit, there is rem for tetter rsprwentatloo of the 
vaxirnu financial, tax and other economic faot<an to more acMjurately re-
flwt real world production condltlms. In the ewdel's cuxrent implemen­
tation, cost accounting and other financial aspects are sdidlmally repre-
smted to avoid introducing complex econonlc interactians into the model's 
outputs and their int«rpratatim. Ritur* research efforts aimed at imos-
pcrati% computerized record-keeping xqystems currently availfAle fw use 
by cattle feeders (ISO, 1962») to sompOly the dct«llsd iaforastioii required 
by the linear prt^ prammlng model should assist in insreasing the accuracy 
of and c<mAd<mce in the model's predietlms. 
The flexibility of the modeling Ammewozk to be easily modified and 
its ease of repeated use are significant advantages in it being us«i in 
a wide range of ai^ Ucatlons. Although principally used as a research tool 
in this investigatlm, with proper modlflcaticms the mdel has potential 
applications in agricultural extension aM teaching as well. 
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CHAPTER 5* SUHHARZ 
A d«t«xnlnifltio» «mpizioml linear progxmaaiag model of a Midwestern 
farn feedloi production syst» w&s developed within a larger, iatevaortive 
PASCAIfbaaed ooDputer program to evaluate the types of ratio) fad (vozying 
ratios of whole plant com silage to o%n grxdn), feeding management tech­
niques (restricted vs M HMtiai feeding) and marketing strategies (live 
weight vs oarMss selling) on the relative prodEltaUli^  and «fAoiency 
of feedlot beef oattle production. Ehta txm feedlot beef cattle resMroh 
conducted over a three-year period (1975-1978) at the tfestem Iowa Research 
C«ster at Castana, IOMI were utilised as the prindLpal datambase fw 
cattle performance with additional data inputs as required b^ng derived 
from extensio) publioatimxs, other literature sources and, when necessary, 
personal interviews and int%xitiom. 
Two simulations were cwducted with the fax» feedlot models one 
where no restraints were placed <m the amunt of operating capital or 
feedlot capacity available for producUon (simulation A) and another Wwre 
liMtatiwe m operating capital ($200,000) and feedlot capacity (mximum 
100 b«id), thou  ^to be representative of typical production conditions, 
were imposed. Results froa simulatiw A indicated that raMms WdLch con­
tained a hi#%er level of com grain were relatively more proAtable to 
feed than were hii^ ier silage rations, with the 37*63 silage (ration:grain) 
being fed to 2,492 head of cattle being considered the met optimal feeding 
program under these production conditiimB. Feeding mnagwmnt pcactiees 
and cattle gelling tecWques were «f limited importance m the ov%all 
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prafltaMlity of th« faxn f««âlot aystm» 
Résulta fzm sismiation B Indio&ted that the hi^ er milage feeding 
PETOgnua Mere mxoh aotre prafitable than were higher gnin rations t^h 
the 93:7 (milage*gmim) ration Wlng fed to 208 hwd selected as the 
reommended feeding program, feeding this number of cattle reqixired a 
twice-yearly tumarouad of feedlot facdlitiea. Although feeding manage­
ment practices were of little sdgnificanee» the manner in which cattle 
were marketed had a major is^act upoi profits With the model showing a 
clear preference for selling cattle on a carcass ba^s. 
Sensitivity analysM cwiducted on each of the model's solutions re­
vealed that the type of ration recommended ty the model for simulation A 
was much more sensitive to changes in fMd prices than it we for simula­
tion B* In contrast, feed prodwtion and acquisiticn strategies and not 
the type of ration,  ^se, were affected ty feedstuff price changes in 
simulation B. The results of both simulatims inculcated that the scale >yt 
the cattle feeding profpram (2,492 head v# 206 head in simxlaticne A and B, 
respectively) influenced the importance of short-term versus lon^erm 
decdfiion making as it affMted the overall proAtaMHty of the farm 
feedlot production eyst«a. Ihe m< l^'s ottt^ s also dmonstrated the 
significance of the interactif» between the variems crop and livestock 
production alternatives available to the systw* as evidenced by the obser­
vation that altiiough the various feeding programs differed by only #/head 
in term of the triable cwts of production, the spread in inc%w pen­
alties to the entire farm feedlot oj^ eatios ranged frost $4j$ *^ead in 
simulation A to ^76/he8d in simulation B, due to the «^mamic relaticw-
&3 
ships between the varlmis tiologioalf eoonooio and ^ysioal oomponents of 
the production system. Althou^  ^^e scale of the cattle feeding program 
was raich greater in simulation A (2,492 head ccmpwed to 206 head in 
simulation b)» the smaller operation rertttmed 18.69# «f the opiating 
capital required for production as nert farm incom compared to a retimx dT 
only ktééjt fw the larger cattle fe^ng operation. 
A number of improvements to the model's strwture were suggested 
and included* incorporation of a wider range of orop production alterna­
tives and land utilisation activities; inolusimx of different housing 
systw, genot^ Ms, age and am of cattle to be produced; and better rop-
resentatim of the econmic characterlstice of a farming enterprise to 
more accurately reflect real world production conditions. 
Al'UiOtt# difAoult to validate the model's outputs» a number of indi­
cators point to the validity of the iMdel's conceptual framewoo* and its 
ease of modification to include and/or change oaq^sents as desired is 
seen as an advantage in wing the farm feedlot model in a wide variety of 
applk i^ow, including agricultural research, extension aW teaching. 
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APPEMXR A* IJXBAII PROGSMtlXlfG Nom 
mmxmm ANDCQEmcnMs 
TmM# A-1. LiiHwr pmgmmmimg model stxuotun «ad ocwffloitBto (cwilwwi 0-7) 
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XABOflSQN h 520 1.71 6.00 .74 
LABORMP L 520 
STQOm L •l 1 1 
Tooom* L -95 
TOUBAHS L -35 
TWPQS L -12284 
TFCOfN L 
TFixmr L 
TFSUPPL L 
Fwxxn: L 100 
MirsreD H 
fYBSrSBR II 
masmsi h 
NGSTiaEB h 
(mjsm' h 
(mkssm L 
cijBm' L 
QfkSmaf L 
SIXBDC N m.4x 12.84 20.38 122.19 
SHUtdttV 
- / /  
2.20 6.00 
-49.28 
Tablft A-2. Linear ittogwiiwiwg aodel etmeWre aaid otmtlteimAa (ooIiki 8 - 14) 
R 
0 
V 
T 
Y 
P 
8 coumio BURxm Bmrnnr BDÏSUm. BOBBOH mm F9307U 174261 
/1 i 
ROWO H -2.30 -.065 -.15 -1.16 -63.42 -63.42 -64.26 
GBOPUUfD L 286 
PASniRB L 
OPEaOAP L 200000 2.30 .065 .15 -1.00 63.42 63.te 64.26 
XABOBHAN L 520 1 1 1 
LABOKTJA L 520 1 1 1 
LABORS# L 520 1 1 1 
LABORDJF L 520 1 1 1 
SfCORN L 
TOOORN L 
TOBBANS L 
TfWPCS L 3232.10 3232.10 2644.51 
TFCOBN L %.Q5 42.05 427.12 
TFDonr L -.92 .00 .00 198.68 
TFSUPPL L -.90 266.62 286.62 287.10 
rm&or L 100 .48 .48 .48 
OAYSVSD N 175 175 175 
SYRSrBBR L 6.p 6.95 6.99 
MQHSTSBR L -6.% -8.66 
NQ3KE  ^ L -2.81 -2.59 
m.yBm L 
T 
-5.08 
Mn^ W^SSSf 
QxysmsF 
W 
L -1.69 
OtfSBBSF L 
msDc N 33.14 33.14 33.14 
Tmbl# A-3. IdnMr ppogpmmimg nodal stniotiiro «ad oottffkdaata (coliwna 15 - 21) 
a 
0 
V 
T 
X 
p 
B OOLUNNO 156441 I5644U R7631 f3763U fisfiu FigeuA 
i / i 
mo N —6(K#26 -64.59 -64.59 -64.99 -64.99 -65.72 -65.72 
CROMJWD L 2B6 
FASTUBB L 
64.59 64.99 65.72 65.72 QPBaCAP L 200000 6(».2é 64.59 64.99 
lABOBNAN L 520 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
LABORJJA L 520 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
LABQRSOif L 520 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 
LABORDJF L 520 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
STOORH L 
TOOOBN h 
TOBBMfS L 
TFVPCS L 26#.51 2026.55 2026.55 1409.64 1409.64 823.81 823.81 
TFCOeM L 427.12 796.08 796.08 1169.39 1169.39 1532.65 1532.65 
TPDBK L 198.68 395.84 395.84 5%.68 591.68 707.75 787.75 
TlSOPPt I, 287.10 287.25 287.25 287.» 287.» 287.25 287.25 
mssam L 100 .48 .48 .48 M M .48 .48 
mysmm N 175 175 175 1% 175 175 
fYRsrm L 6.99 6.96 6.96 6.94 6.94 6.97 6.97 
NQHSISBR L -10.08 -9.05 -8.65 
NQ8TBBR L -1.00 -2.12 
-5.61 
-2.44 
CH13BEEF L -4.99 -6.1fl -5.35 
mkSBSBSF I, -.27 
-.61 G13BDSIF L -1.57 -1.32 -1.51 
q(^ 5BEEP L 
33.14 33.14 Fwsm 8 33.14 33.14 33.14 33.14 33.14 
TmML# A-4« îâxmx proggwiwg mod#! vtruotum and oottCfieiants (colwnw 22 - 28) 
R 
0 
V 
T 
Y 
P 
B C0UIN80 fOIOOl fOUKOA W3072 P93072A 174262 I74262A 156442 
/ / / 
BWO N -45.95 -65.95 -70.46 -70.46 -65.18 -65.18 -72.44 
CROPLAND L 286 
PASTURE L 
65.18 72.44 aPSRQAP L 200000 65.95 65.95 70.46 70.46 65.18 
lABOBNAN L 520 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
LABOaJJA L 520 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
LABORSQN L 520 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
LABQRDJF L 520 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
8T00EN L 
fCOOBN L 
TCBBANS L 
TWPOS L 250.88 250.88 3548.40 3548.40 2799.40 2799.40 2434.41 
TFOOBM L 1853.0*» 1853.04 42.05 42.05 453.52 453.52 957.74 
TFOBfY L 962.80 962.80 .00 .00 212.97 212.97 481.03 
TFSUFPL L 288.72 288.72 327.76 327.76 206.25 286.25 317.® 
¥waun L 100 .48 M .54 .54 .49 .49 
mami H 175 175 199 199 178 178 199 
fYRSHaSR L 6.9*» 6.94 6.94 6.94 6.96 6.96 6.94 
NOKsmm L -5.17 -9.16 -9.22 -9.00 
NGST8BR h -5.61 -2.44 -2.16 -2.54 
0H13BBBP L -2.59 -5.00 -5.37 
0H45BBBP L -.60 -.28 
GUsm L -3.44 —1.48 -1.24 
Qkssmp L 
37.69 37.69 37.69 VUESC N 33.14 33.14 33.71 33.71 
Tàbl# A-S. ÎÀxma progaBieifls «odttl stiuoiUM «ad oooffioiaBta (nolnui 29 * 35) 
R 
0 
W 
T 
Y 
P 
B OQUMiO I56M<I2A 
* ! 
Ï37632 F37632A 139812 fl98l2A 101002 IQ1002A 
/ 
RCMO H -72# "65.62 -65.62 "66.33 -66.33 -72.59 -72.59 
CROPLAND L 286 
PASTURE L 
65.62 66.33 66.33 72.59 OPBBOAP L 200000 72.# 65.62 72.59 
lABOSNAM L 520 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
L 520 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
usomm L 520 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
LABORWF h 520 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
STOOW L 
Tocom L 
TCBSANS h 
256.25 256.25 Tmmos h 2(#.4l 1620.36 1620.36 .^IB 952.18 
TIOOM h M7.7*^  1347.99 1347.99 18%.28 1841.28 2087.70 2087.70 
tmma h 481.0) 687.81 687.81 954.10 %4.10 1083.75 1083.75 
TÏSUPPL h 317.03 2^ .72 265.72 265.64 265.64 317.18 317.18 
wmsjx h 100 .5^  M .48 .48 .48 .g a 
DAYSm) H 199 174 174 174 174 194 
lYRSTiSBR L 6.94 6.96 6.96 6.93 6.93 6.97 
NQRSTSBR L -8.n -10.11 -7.80 
NGSTBS» L -3.# -1.51 -3.34 
-4.76 mvysm 
mikssm 
X. -4.00 -3.42 -5.90 
h -1.57 -1.47 ".28 
Giysm' h -1.57 -2.14 -.92 -2.05 
OlfSBoof h 
36.74 FIXBDC U 37.69 32.96 32.96 32.96 32.96 36.74 
Tablo A-6, lânaar gwgmmmiag #odml otxttotux* and eooffiolflnts (ocOnm J6 - 4g) 
R 
0 
V 
T 
Y 
P 
B GQUMNO 
ROHO N 
V 
CROPLAND L 286 
PASTURE L 
QPBRBAP L 200000 
LABOBMN L 520 
XABOaJJA L 520 
LABORSQN L 520 
LABOmUF I 520 
STGOBN t 
TOCOiBf L 
TOMANS L 
TFUPCS L 
TFOOOf L 
TFOBIff L 
TfSUFPL I. 
mmar L 100 
msnsD N 
FXBSTsam L 
MOKSTBER L 
NGSSBS» L 
mUBW L 
CH 5^BBiSP L 
G13BmP L 
QkSam' L 
FDCSDC N 
smai ssuc 8112003 smici) sbulq45 
/A - / /  
-65.00 
65.00 
6B.00 66.00 115.00 112.00 113.00 110.00 
-.9» 
1.025 
1.025 
Tabl« A-7. Linoar yymgmwiing modal stxuoturo and ooeffLoiaots (OOI MBB 4] - 46) 
R 
0 
V 
T 
Y 
P 
S OfflliNHO HLABOBl HLABOR RLAKNQ EUBttfr 
/ /-
ROWO N 
286 
-5.00 -5.00 -5.00 -5.00 
CROPLAND L 
PASTURE L 
QPfiBCAP L 200000 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 
LABORNAN L 520 -1 
LABORJJA L 520 -I 
LABORSQN L 520 -1 
LABOSDJF L 520 -I 
STOORIf L 
1X200RN L 
TCBBANS L 
TIVFCS L 
TPQORN L 
TFDDff L 
TP8UPPL L 
MEI&OT L 100 
SAYSnCD N 
nmwsR L 
MONsrmR L 
Nosram L 
CH13BmP L 
CH45B8BP L 
G13BBZF L 
Q45BW L 
FXX&DC 
99 
mwm bt chop ard wtmxx mmmm ommanm 
100 
Mbl# 5-1. Crop prodttotioa ooeffioienta 
fiflSIfl f M /ififlB 
IIBH OR qfSRAIIQR 
Grow standing ooxn 
Saad, fwrtilimar, etc. 
QrowlBc (machlniy, «to.) 
Qpaxatlnf ov#%h#ad 
land (taxas, inranaoa, 
laitarMt) 
Total 
labor rsquixsBsnts (hr/acxs) 
l.g hr (Much - Mmy) 
.88 far (Juna - Aucuct) 
2.11 far Total 
BazvMt sh^Llsd oom (j# field loeseai 95 ïn/êexm yield# 2% 8-0) 
SWUiag, heuliog $12.8» #.76 #7.62  ^
Ikying at |.10/ba 
rmm vkvtms TOTAL 
$64.91 $64.91 
$14.81 8.79 23,60 
7,04 7,04 
Q6.A) 
$iii.fa $80.74 $192.15 
Total mM $10B $27.12 
labor re^ uizMMnta (hr/aore) 
1.71 far (September - Movealber) 
Harvest com milage (2% field losses; 16.6 ton/aers yiAd# 396 EM) 
Cutting, bloHiag $20.36 $13.49 $33*81 
LiOmr retttizMieBt (far/acxe) 
6.00 far (September - loveaiber) 
Grow and harvest soybeans (35 bn/aese yield) 
Seed and cfaemicalm • $40.86 $40.86 
Qcowiiig (nadiinery, etc.) $14.71 8.42 23,13 
Bazveet (basOtng, stwiag) 10.25 3,1» 13,39 
Cpemtiag oveAead 7,00 3,94 10.94 
Uaad (taxes, interest, etc.) Q&Zl -jKLZl 
Total $122.19 $56.36 $178.55 
labor requixemnta (far/acre) 
.61 far (Hbor  ^- Meqr) 
•61 far I June * imigmty 
.7k far (84#ember - Hovemtber) 
1.96 far Total 
Table 5-2. Foodllot pozfozwmoe and oagoma data for stmxs fed mt a rootricted level of intake 
(1975-1976)* 
Pezoentmge mwogy from 
Gilageigraia 93*7 74*26 56.44 37*63 19*61 0*100 
Initial wt, owt 6.95 6.99 6.96 6.94 6.97 6.94 
Dmye on feed 175 175 175 175 175 175 
Feed oonou^ption» lb DH 
Com silage 
Com grain 
Dehydrated alfalfa 
Suppleamt 
3^ 32.10 
.^05 
.00 
286.62 
2644.51 
427.12 
196.68 
267.10 
2006.55 
796.06 
395.64 
287.25 
1409.64 
1169.39 
591.68 
287.32 
623.61 
1532.65 
787.75 
287.25 
250.œ 
1653.04 
962.80 
268.72 
Final wt# owt 11.23 11.25 11.06 11.17 11.09 10.76 
CatoaaB wt« owt 6.77 6.64 6.79 6.93 6.66 6.63 
Grade and yield, % 
Choice 1-3 
Qhoioe 4-5 
Good 1-3 
Good 4-5 
75 
0 
25 
0 
1 
23 
0 
91 
0 
9 
0 
81 
0 
19 
0 
76 
0 
22 
0 
39 
9 
52 
0 
*Per head baisia. 
Tald« B-3. fiMdlot pwfbmmmo* «ad ououn data tot stMtts fad M UMSaM (1975-1976)* 
Pwwmtaga muagf trm 
silagaxgmia 93*7 74,26 56,44 37*63 19*81 0:100 
Initial wt, out 6.94 6.96 6.94 6.96 6.93 6.97 
Dsys oo food 199 178 199 m 174 194 
Food ocmsunption, lb ON 
COXQ oilago 
Com fpettin 
Dahydxatod aUSaifa 
Supplonwt 
3548.40 
42.05 
.00 
327.76 
2799.40 
453.52 
212.97 
286.25 
2434.41 
957.74 
481.03 
317.03 
1620.36 
1347.99 
687.81 
265.72 
952.18 
1841.28 
9 .^W 
265.64 
256.25 
2087.70 
1083.75 
317.18 
Mml wt, wt 11.60 11.38 11.54 11.61 11.62 11.14 
Caxo&sB wt# owt 7.04 6.88 7.14 7.12 7.11 6.83 
Canute and yWd, K 
ChoiAO 1-3 
CSioioo 4-5 
Good 1-3 
Good 4-5 
21 
0 
18 
0 
56 
22 
22 
0 
48 
22 
30 
0 
n 
13 
0 
70 
0 
30 
0 
*Bar kamd basis. 
103 
appewmx gt ssssnnm arausis - scfulmai a 
tmma 0-1. Rons »t Uxdt lovai 
ROW AT Acmxnr uwBR iomm 
mmi Aomm 
UHXr COST 
UKXT COST 
UFfBRCOSr 
LOWER oosr 
LDimXG 
PROCESS 
AT 
OROPLNm UL aB5.99W3 59.67211 -^ .78® 8LAB0R4 UL 
nmm 673.784?» Rcns 
LABOBKAN UL 519.99990 
519.99985 
-mnam 5 00000 warn 
LA80BJJA UL 
28#.06*g7 5.00000 HUBQSl IL 
-mFiKriY -5.00000 •ons 
lABORSQN UIi 519.99991 
27<0.96tel 5.00000 HUB0S2 LL 
—iwnrrnf 
4208.28397 
-5.00000 
5.00000 
•ORB 
HLABOiO U. 
LABORMP UL 519.99988 -nonm 
2492.26*03 
-5.00000 
5.00000 
wm 
HUB0B4 LL 
STOOW UL - -226.32770 
jMmm 
-765.0747» 
765.0747» 
HLABOflfr 
»(VB 
LL 
TOOOW UL -«1501.13179 -8.29373 
8.29373 
HLABQB4 
HARVCO» 
U. 
LL 
TOBBANS UL - -6.00000 
6.00000 
SBUOEAN LL 
ZMfXmTÏ HOKE 
TRfPOS UL -2700209.41687 
DBFonnnr 
-.06582 HLABOafr It 
.06582 waa 
TfCOBK UL -iwxMm 
2914452,26549 
-.04667 
.046^  
warn 
wtcam LL 
UL •BBPUm 
1474634.18259 II mm Bunmr LL 
TFSUPPL UL -XMVZHm -.16667 10» 
lYRSmSBR UL 
716082.67607 •16667 
-68.06283 
68.06283 
BDÏSUPPL LL 
-HCFIHITY 
17296.44509 
JKJHJf 
BDXSTEER LL 
NCHSfSSR UL -68.94761 
6B.9476I 
101001 
F37632 
LL 
LL 
NQSrSSA UL -75.04044 
%.04044 
137632 
FOlOOl 
LL 
LL 
CH13BB  ^ UL -13981,70445 
INFUim 
-115.00003 
#5.00003 
SELBCHI3 
•OHB 
LL 
Tmbl@ Ch2 . Rmm a* Unit Xowol 
ROW M ACTxym LOWER Jicnvm mxr COST UPPER COST uHmxs AT 
um» iomm mar oosr LOWER oosr P80CBS8 
ONfigmmp UL -3«K*.Q3218 -11B33101 f37631A If, 
— U8.83101 F37632A U» 
GLysm UL -3289.81387 -113.00001 U. 
TKFTifrnr IQHB 
Qkssm' UL - -110.00000 SOMAS U. 
mmtm 110.00000 «one 
TmMLe 0-3 • Rows at intoraodijito Imml 
ROW Acnvm lam mmm UKXr COST UPPER oosr UMmiKS AT 
uwBB tcrvrm UHT COST LOWER oosr 
PASIUœ BS -xxnxm SOS 
-MFDnrsf l(ME 
106 
a 
% 
Ï  S  
t 
i 
d d d d d d  d d  d d d  d d d  d a d d a d a a a d d d d  
a3®SÔ«R«L„„„„„ 
« 
i i i i i i i i i i i i i i  
JS # 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
a : 3 a d a a : a : # : # : a : 3 : 3 : # : # : 3 : 3  
i i l i l i l i i i l i i  
Tabl# 0-5* Oolinas at liait Imml 
GOUJMN AT Aonvm xMPorcosr ïamàcmm unrcosr umncosr waxoG 
UPPER ACTIVITY «HT OQGT LOfEB COST PBOCESS 
Kt 
F74262 LL -65.01111 
P7W2A LL -65.oim 
f56W2 LL -72.27620 
F56W2A LL -72.27620 
B19812 U. -66.27900 
fl96l24 IL -66.27900 
#01002 LL -72.56960 
mOQ24 LL -72.56960 
SBLLQH ÏL 68.00000 
SELLS LL 66.00000 
S8LL045 LL 112.00000 
"jxmnm 
-XKFXMm 
-2666.30233 
-1522.58668 
13710.13384 
3*l0».03179 
29.11601 
-29.11601 
36.09761 
-36.09761 
45.25217 
-45.25217 
32.40857 
-32.40857 
7.8^  
-7.87224 
2.51093 
-2.51093 
22.27680 
-22.27680 
30.16322 
-30.16322 
2.67130 
-2.67130 
10.91645 
-10.91645 
633108 
-6.83108 
I ijii lit nr 
-35.89510 
-mmcwiïT 
-28.91350 
-XHFDnmr 
-27.00*103 
-nmm 
-39.86763 
-nrnm 
-58.40675 
-WFnim 
-63.76807 
-iHfiMJsnr 
-50.29280 
-xwnm 
-42.40638 
-XMPiMnr 
70.67130 
-XMPiMznr 
76.91645 
-wram 
118.83108 
#01001 u. 
#37^  u* 
«CHS 
f37632A LL 
fOlOOl LL 
137632 LL 
I37632A LL 
101001 LL 
137632 LL 
Bonnx U. 
1376324 LL 
BUniBY LL 
Ï37632 U, 
SBJUS45 XX 
f3763U LL 
137632 
fOlOOl 
101001 
P37632 
1376324 IL 
f37631A LL 
U. 
U. 
LL 
U. 
m MVMioen 
TI Bonas 
TI viootoi 
m dSBBSÇlf) 
TI ms$u 
TI «mas 
TI masu 
TI Kmas 
TI ZI96W 
TI BDTBS 
TI ÇifiOmS 
TI VZl96ti 
TI flDTBS 
TI ZÏBSti 
TI zmti 
TI BDTBS 
TI 218611 
TI m86u 
TI 218611 
TI BOTBS 
TI V2186U 
TI XlOQ6â 
TI V2l86ti 
TI XlûCSà 
TI 
m 
TI 
TI 
ama 
a»i 
TI SMMBBD 
009^ 4*42-
806S2*88t 
ZQCOL'm 
86%9'COt 
82&#6'gtt 
9066£*2tt 
2CCWW 
Zl6e9*'£9-
I6866'4f-
18C69"&-
#896"69-
8tt29*9e-
'Olr 
8W02*-
28090*-
26980-
C228f2-
#39682-
iZm'XZ 
UaOâÊO. 
t9tr2l'$»f 
JUEZKUXI-
Mnxin 
X£489*019-
OOOOO'S-
089^ *61-
Z06g2'8&-
ooooo'on-
X6€0i'%-
ZZ6#6'-
(60022-
899^ 8*-
9W2-
6640&'Ot-
gI6Z0'#t-
06628*21-
aS¥i'ir 
#ei6»*6-
89289*02-
t6l6|*9-
0^ 810*-
8WS0*-
81W-
ZfitZO*-
66611*-
4096g*-
Z2I#I*gt-
00000*9-
9^m'€SS' 
m04'69g-
21 4 1 I f | I  
Ii6W6*62g-
jumunz 
8W90*42(2 
mAum-
0W*6C49 
624t8*682C 
8ljCU*l86Ct 
8liCU*I86Ct 
8& *^in8l 
92Z94*m8l 
41261*8912 
126^ *446-
maxixz-
9^8*284%-
GK822642 
0T(82*26#2 
0220»*Z4|@g66 
02204*6*9(66 
Q64S6*C98209t 
06i^ *C98Z09l 
I€M9"04l6g 
tOSZ9'0416g 
88694*13966 
lamaz-
00000*982 
92269*66 
40696*661 
(6666*682 
612^ *66 
000C»*6- e#90'42C2 S8 ViQsrm 
QOOOO*OTt SS 640TBS 
loooo'Cn 62l»t8*682C SS (isnas 
10000*6tt 8(|Ct6*t86Ct SS (iBornss 
00000*69- 86694*Tn8C sa saaisxna 
06C26 69" sa V2(96CiI 
06C26 69" SB 2C96Cf 
Q68C6*6!^  sa looioa 
06906*49- 01(82*2642 sa vi(96CI{ 
00061*- 02204*24966^  sa laansju» 
00690*- Q6lS[66*C98209t sa aonxfn 
OOOOC 2- 106^ 9*04X66 sa imoDxna 
00000*9 sa Kvaanas 
OOOBy*Ct- 00000 982 sa sodMm* 
00082*41- - sa fHooionm 
T0046*oe- (6666*682 sa {koomotto 
ssKxma 
oxmifn 
1800 saiKn 
iSDO aaaan 
jsoo mm 
isoo lun 
xmuDv aaam 
JUiAUOv aancn ISOO IfUHX mmof xf mmo 
fOMt 9%9ipBm3n%a$ santttoo *9-0 
Table 0-7. Coluira at intemedlete IwWL 
OOUJW AT Aonvm mm COST LOWER iornm 
umB iésmm 
unr COOT 
ma COOT 
IffPBR COOT 
LOWER COOT 
LDimK 
PROCESS 
AT 
HLABOBZ BS 2223.96437 -5.00000 2223.96437 -19.45680 -24.45680 SKT-Ti^ l IL 
samm -5.00000 LABOSJJA UL 
«LABOR) BS 3688.28407 -5.00000 3688.28407 -19.45680 -24.45680 IL 
umsm -5.00000 M LABQSSOU UL 
KLABORI» BS 1972.28445 -5.00000 1972.28445 -19.45680 -24.45680 IL 
mraoTr -5.00000 • LAB08DJF UL 
no 
Appuma D* sDismviR mujsis - ssfDLmcn B 
TmMA JO-l. BMW at limit hovél 
ROW AT Aonvm LOWER ACnyXR 
UKER Acmxnr 
ma COST 
onr COST 
WPER COST UXmNG 
X/MBRCQSr FBOCESS 
AT 
OROPwm UL 285.99993 5*^ .87271 -149.93998 GKBBARS LL 
454.800% 149.93998 X4B0BNAK UL 
lABORSON UL 519.99991 -11202.56768 -5.00000 oraacAP UL 
708.82085 5.00000 KLAB0R3 11. 
STCOHN UL -166.07769 
54.87270 
-230.67999 
230.67999 
LABOMAN 
csamsom 
UL 
LL 
Tocoa» UL -2.30000 waaaom LL 
177.95354 2.30000 BUXCOW LL 
TQBBMIS UL -6089.45280 
mvnixiT 
-6.00000 
6.00000 
SKTJjaMM 
•G» 
LL 
TÎWPCS UL -20*10101.09845 -.02231 LABOBMAM UL 
440965.06616 .02231 «LABORS U. 
Tfcoaw UL -1255843.72072 -.0#667 OHDCAP UL 
8709.55072 .011667 Burcow LL 
TFma UL -829596.83321 -.07065 OPBCAP UL 
.07065 BUrUBX LL 
TFSUm. UL -351677.01458 -.16667 OFBCAP UL 
59774.74282 .16667 BUtSUFPL LL 
mmas UL 99.99998 62.02167 -233.28895 LL 
142.44860 233.28895 LABOBNAH UL 
nmwR UL -861.15786 
1449.42620 
-68.06263 
69.06283 
OmCAP 
Bursm 
UL 
LL 
NCHSnSR UL 
mixMm 
-66.34146 
66.34146 
SBULCH 
mMB 
LL 
NQSTSBR UL -64.39024 88LLC LL 
DCFnnrr 64.39024 
-115.00002 
Ban 
GH13BSSr UL -1059.43654 LL 
BuniiifK 115.00002 
-123.88293 
mOKB 
GH^SBBS  ^ UL - -102,71459 P9307U LL 
123.88293 Ï93072A LL 
G13BBEF UL -352.45035 
mmm 
-113.00000 
113.00000 
SEUCI3 
HQME 
U. 
D-2. ROMS «T limit Imml 
ROW M Acnvm laim Acnym laaTcasr unsicflsr uramc at 
UPPER ACTIVm UNIT COST LOfES COST PROCESS 
G45B8SBP UL - -110.00001 SBUUA$ IL 
110.00001 mOMB I 141 Ik 
Table D-3. Rms at imtamadimte lawsl 
ROW m êomia LOWER Acnvm 
wpgR iomm 
mn COST 
ufxr COST 
UPPER GOBT ummQ 
UMER COST PROCESS 
AT 
PASTURE as 
QPSaOAP BS 141387.02524 
XABORNAN BS 417.03155 
LABORJJA BS 397.82606 
lABOROJF BS 208.^ 59 
128833.11237 
141)87.02524 
-11^ .53356 
417.03155 
-11324.74161 
397.82606 
-11514.01551 
208.55059 
-mrfflHY 
-.09722 
-.043% 
-5.00000 
-*59795 
-5.00000 
-49.28888 
-5 00000 
-45.84955 
Mcns 
SEUm45 It 
83BLK#0RN U# 
HLABORl U» 
#376324 I& 
HUffltHg U» 
F3?632A U. 
HIAB084 U. 
F37632A U. 
Tmhl# D-4. Oolunm at limit lowd. 
OOLUNN at Acnvm PiRnrcosr lonmAomiR mrcosr umsBcosr zoimic 
UPPER ACHVm UMT COST lOfBB COST PBOCESS 
AT 
NAWOOmf 12. -14,28000 
1.87320 
SELLCOSN 12. 2.20000 -177.95354 
BORROW 12. -1.18000 -58632.8m TMvmw 
1193071 LL -63.41640 
jtJPUr jjnCTlfc 
208.55053 
P74261 LL -64.26341 
208.55046 
I7426U LL -64.26341 
P56441 12. -64.59210 
B56441A 
208.55044 
LL -64.59210 mm 
208.55045 
#37631 LL -64.98890 
208.55045 
P3763IA LL -64.98890 
208.55042 
FI98II LL -65.71980 
183.10299 
n9BUA LL -65.71980 
-65.95310 
183.10293 
FOlOOl 12. 
-65.95310 
147.91431 
FOIOOU U. 
F93072 LL -70,45970 
F74262 
183.41890 
LL -65.17711 
205.0M01 
35.01000 
-35.01000 
.10000 
-.10000 
1.18000 
-1.18000 
35.63829 
-35.63829 
56.42919 
-56.42919 
13.00859 
-13.00859 
80.27713 
-80.27713 
33.75932 
-33.75932 
93.0326» 
-93.03264 
35.62023 
-35.62023 
119.45992 
-119.45992 
64.54577 
-64.%77 
159.18386 
-159.18386 
103.27871 
-103.27671 
45.97446 
-45.97446 
53.30693 
-53.30693 
-XHPxnnr 
20.73000 
-iMFnm 
2.30000 
-mmro 
-DEFIMin 
-27.77811 
-Mram 
-7.83te2 
-mnnznr 
-51.25%2 
-HFnm 
15.68502 
-imxm 
-30.83279 
-IWIHXR 
28.04373 
-MFIWrf 
-29.36868 
-mnmiR 
53.74012 
-urorcTY 
-1.17403 
-MFIWTf 
93.23076 
-iwmjnnf 
37 32560 
-24.48524 
-mFwm 
-11.87008 
BDZCO» 
BDXGOBI 
IL 
UL 
LL 
U. 
UL 0P8BCAP 
WXB 
8BLLC8 
P93071A LL 
SBLU» LL 
F93071A 
BDnWï 
I93072A LL 
SBLUa It 
f9307U 
Bunnr 
f93071A 
SBLLC8 
f9907U LL 
BOrOHir LL 
I9307U 
«uam 
Bornanr 
HLABO  ^
SBLLG 
HLAB0R3 
wiima 
P93072A U. 
SKLLCM 12» 
f9307U 
a&LCH 
LL 
LL 
U. 
12. 
12. 
LL 
LL 
12, 
LL 
12. 
LL 
12. 
LL 
LL 
LL 
LL 
IL 
f9307U LL 
Tmbl# D-S« Colxams «t Unit level 
CKUXMI AT Acnvm mrarcQST uamiomm wax cost omRccsr 
uppsBAcrnrm mroosr uoobcobt 
UKCTOG Mt 
nkzszk UL 
f56f^ ll 
f5s¥m. ll 
f37632 ll 
f37632a ll 
119812 ll 
m96l2a ll 
f010q2 ll 
f01002a ll 
8slusi45 ll 
hlaborl ll 
hlab0h2 ll 
hlaborif ll 
-65.I77ID 
.72.43770 
-72.43770 
-65.61770 
-65.61770 
-66.33(121 
-66.33420 
-72.58610 
-72.58610 
112.00000 
-5.00000 
-5.00000 
-5.00000 
183.41888 
209.775% 
196.21031 
123.18766 
123.18766 
102.71458 
-102.96835 
11722.56710 
-122.17376 
11722.56768 
-311.44930 
11722.56610 
11.84091 
-11.84091 
102.20464 
102.20464 
30.92283 
-30.92283 
84.06240 
-84.06040 
17.88033 
-17.88033 
105.14Q22 
105.14322 
55.93745 
-55.93745 
176.03823 
176.03823 
128.02504 
>128.02504 
11.88296 
-11.88296 
5.00000 
-5.00000 
5.00000 
-5.00000 
5.00000 
-5.00000 
I Ijil IW 
-53.33619 
-imnmm 
29.76694 
-uvnm 
-41.51487 
-xwnm 
18.44470 
-URTDnXT 
-47.73737 
-nmm 
38.80901 
-upmnT 
-10.39675 
-IKRDIITT 
103.45213 
-mnxm 
55.43894 
-ixnnomr 
123.88296 
nr 
Bonnx 
i93072A 
I Ijli ID 
-mFnm 
I IJII ill 
ll 
ll 
ll 
i9307u uu 
Burmor ll 
1930724 ll 
jiKIJflH LL 
*9307u 
Bunm 
#930724 
shacb 
hlab0r3 ll 
Bororar LL 
#930724 u, 
sslus il 
hl4b0!o ll 
mnma ll 
hl4b0b3 ll 
1930724 li 
#930714 u. 
l4b0bm41f ol 
0fsbc4p ul 
l4bqrij4 ul 
ofbbcap ul 
l4bq8iuf ul 
ofsbcap ul 
ll 
U» 
ll 
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m 
i 
I I 
!«(< . . 
^ • • 1  • • • • • • !  «  I  • • • • • • •  
? ' ' mm K mmB 
Tff'f'ffs'rifîiifisi'r'ï-çç 
III llliilliilli 
# # # » 
I I I  I I § I I , 
'|i' M 
8 8 8 M A M w M w i w M M M A  
1 
at 
D-7. 0<awme «t iatazmodlat* Imai 
CQUINN AT Acmm mm COST LOWER ABnvm ma coat UffBR COST cmmiG a 
UPPER ACTWIIY ma COST DOWER COOT 
HXAB0B3 as 188.82094 -5.00000 153.74968 -3<l.8Qe08 -32.80206 mnoifts IX 
11911.38872 -5.00000 UL 
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Progrmm P#rm_LP (input, output, Ipdata, gmrbmg#, Ipmodel, fdmtm); 
oon#t 
more# » 286; (* #v. Ih tmrm »im#, 1981 *} 
p««tur«_po • 0.19; (* % of US oroplmnd in pnaturo, 1969 *) 
foods • 30; 
lino» • 1000; 
row# # 100; (" limit on number of row# in LP model *) 
ool# m 100; (* limit on number of oolumn# in LP model *> 
item# a 10; (> limit on number of oo#t/return #ubol###e# *) 
width • 79; 
type 
oontrol m (baokspaoe,line,upline,linefeed,home,bell,return,olear » 
era##); 
atroomparison • (leaa,equal,greater); 
wanta • (help,index,new,oalo,quit,atop,okay); 
op • (rd,wr)t 
pa80 • paoked array (1..80) of obar; 
pa79 > paoked array (1**79) of obar; 
pa20 m paoked array (1.*20) of obar; 
pa12 s paoked array (1..12) of obar; 
pa8 * paoked array (1..8) of obar; 
pa2 9 paoked array (1..2) of obar; 
ingred « reoord 
name t pa20; 
ref_no t  pa8; 
dm,ôp,mp,ufp,oa,p s real; 
energy t reoord 
ne_m,ne_g,me,tdn t real 
end; 
prioe t real; 
lb# I real; 
oost lb t real 
end; " 
war 
Ipdata,garbage,Ipmodel,fdata t  text; 
model t array (1..linea) of pa80; 
r,r1,e1 % integer; 
requeat * want#; 
exi#ta,finished t boolean; 
i,j,k,l,m,n,option1 * integer; 
number_rows,number_eols t  integer; 
obj^fn"; array (1.Tools) of real; 
rowjname » array (1..rows) of pa8; 
row^desoript t array (1..rows) of pa79; 
ool_name % array (l..eols) of p»8; 
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ool__d##arlpt t array (1.*oola) of pa79) 
roi»3yP* * array (K.rovs) of ohart 
rha"*! array (1. .rowa) of raalt 
ooaff t array (1..rowa,1..cola) of real; 
groaa_r#turna, variabl#_ooata, fi%#d_ooata 
""i array (1. .oola)"of r#al; *" 
graturn, vooat, fooat t array (1..oola,1 *.lt«aa> of real; 
greturn^deaoript, vooat deaoript, fooat deaoript 
i""array (1 • .oola»T. .iteaa) of pa7?{ 
aotlve_rowa t array (1..rowa) of integer; 
aotive^oola t array (l..eola) of integer* 
feed *"array (1..feeda) of ingredf 
procedure at ( line, col t integer) ; extern i 
procedure Ctrl C c i control; n t integer) t extern ; 
function yea (mag t packed array(integer) of char; 
r, 0 t integer) t boolean ; extern ; 
procedure preaaSeturn ; extern f 
function atrCoapare ( x, y i packed array(integer) of char ) 
t atrooapariaon ; extern ; 
( war X, y f packed array(integer) of char > { 
extern ; 
( aag t packed array(integer) of char; 
ain, aax, r, c t integer; procedure help ) 
t integer ; extern ; 
( aag I packed array(integer) of char; 
r, c f integer; procedure help ) 
t real ; extern ; 
procedure getRealBelp ( aag i packed array(integer) of char ; 
r, c I integer ; 
war reaponae t want# ; 
var reault t real ) ; 
extern ; 
function getLetter ( aag t  packed array(integer) of char; 
ain, a#x t  char; r, c * integer; 
procedure help ) $ integer ; extern ; 
procedure getString ( aag ; packed array(integer) of char ; 
r, c t integer ; 
var ret t  packed array(integer) of char ; 
procedure atrCopy 
function getNuaher 
function getReal 
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proQ«dur* b«lp } * «xttro t 
proo«dur« g#t_l#n ( string i packed array (intagar) of char; 
" var Ian t Intagar); 
var j t Intagart 
Bagln 
Ian ta 0| 
for j ta upper (atrlng) downto lower (string) do 
If atrlng (j) CI * ' then 
begin 
len ta j - lower (atrlng) * 1 ; 
j ta lower (atrlng) 
end 
End I 
procedure aort_lnt_array (war a t array (Integer) of Integerf 
*" var n t Integer) ; 
var 1,j,temp t Integer; 
Begin 
for 1 la 1 to rowa do If a(l) a 0 than 1 ta rowa alee n ta n + 1 ; 
If n |a 2 then 
for 1 ta n downto 2 do 
for j ta 1 to 1-1 do 
If a(j) I a() then 
begin 
temp ta a(j); 
a ( j) ta a ( ) ;  
a(j+1) ta temp 
end 
End I 
procedure upcase (var atpacked array (Integer) of cbar); 
var 1 t Integer; lease t aet of *a%.'s't 
Begin 
lease I» (»a•..'»•)! 
for 1 ta lower(a) to upper(a) do 
If a(l) In loaae then a(l) ta ohr(ord(a(l))-32) 
Bndi 
procedure upcase1 (var lettertcbar)i 
var lease t set of 'a''a'; 
Begin 
lease t* ('a*.•*«*)! 
If letter In lease then letter t* chr(ord(letter)-32) 
End; 
procedure belpl; 
Begin 
End; 
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ppoecdur* o*w_mod#l; 
var 1»J,l,lt,t2,poiotar,r,o t Intagart 
n1,r1»o1 t intagari 
t1 I real* 
dona t boolean; 
Bagin 
wrltaln (obr(26))| 
(* future veraion will have an intro page here! 
(• OBT ROWS •) 
writeln (ohr(26)); 
at (1,1); writeln ('Enter ROW information (type a nag. row NUMBER 
to quit);'); 
writeln; 
i i« 0; done tm falae; 
repeat 
at (3,3); write CROW number (1-100)7 •); readln (r); writeln; 
if (r10) and (r[101) then 
begin (* valid row number so get the data *) 
i I» i • 1; aotive_row#(i) i» r; 
write (* ROW name"(ma%. 8 oharaotera)? *); 
readln (row name(r)); upoaae (row_name(r)); writeln; 
write (' RÏÏW deaoription? '); readln (row_deaoript(r)); 
writeln; 
write (* ROW type (B, 0, L or i)7 •); readln (row^type(r)Îi 
upoaael (row_type(r)); writeln; 
write (' B value? '); readln (rh8(r)); writeln; 
for 1 IS 3 to 7 do 
begin 
at (1,1); Ctrl (erase,79) 
end 
end (» of valid r loop •) 
else done t* true 
until done; 
aort_int_array (aotlve_rowa,number_rows); 
(# get COLOHIIS •) 
writeln (ebr(26)); 
at (1,1); writeln ('Enter COLON# information (type a neg* column 
BOMBER to quit)*'); 
writeln; 
i 0; done false; 
repeat 
at (3,3); write CCOLOMN number (1-100)7 '); readln (c); writeln? 
if (olO) and (oC101) then 
begin (# valid column number so get the data! #) 
i *3 i * 1; active eols(i) c; 
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writ* (* COLUMM naa« (max. 8 oliaraotara)? *); 
raadln (ool_nam#(o)); upoaaa (ool_nam#(o)); wrltaln; 
writ# ( * COLOMM d##oriptlon? ' );""r#adln (eol__d#aarlpt(o) ) ; 
wrlt#lat " 
writ# (* C row valu#? ' ) ; raadln (obj__fH(o) ) ; wrltalni 
wrlt#ltt| "" 
n1 t« s#tRuab#r ('Bow many non-m#ro oo#fflol#nt#? ',1,100, 
8,1,b#lDl)| 
at (8,111 wrltaltt ('for aaob of tb# ',n1#2,' oo#fflol#nt@, 
#nt#r BOTE')| 
wrlt#ln ('tb# row numb#r and Ita'' r#ap#otlv# oo#ffloi#nt...'); 
r1 t« tOf o1 #e 1| 
for J t« 1 to n1 do 
b#gln 
r1 !• rt • 11 
If r1 I 23 tb#n 
b#gln 
r1 IS 10| o1 i> el * 19| If o1 I 58 tb#n o1 t« 1 
#ad| 
at (rlfODt raadln (r,t1)| oo#ff(r,o) *# t1 
#ndt (* of QO#ff Input loop •) 
12 IS r1 |  
for 1 >• 3 to 12 do 
b#gln 
at (1,1); otrl (#raa#,79) 
#ad 
#nd (* of valid o loop *) 
#la# don# ts tru# 
until don#I 
aortlnt array (aotlv# oola,numb#r ool#); axlata t* tru# 
End; 
proo#dur# convert la;r#al; var b*pa12); 
Bagln 
op#n (garbag#,old); 
r#wrlt# (garbaga); wrltaln (garbag#»a«l2«4); 
r#a#t (garbaga); raadln (garbaga,b); 
oloa# (garbaga) 
End; 
proeadur# Inaart (atpaekad array (lnt«g#r) of ebar; eard_ooltinteger ; 
var btpaSO); ~ 
var 1 t lnt#g#r; 
Begin 
for 1 t* lower(a) to upper(a) do b(oard ool-l+l) a(l) 
End; 
procedure mainframe (var Idnteger); 
var c,i,j,k,na,counter,len,Ino,n,pO,page# * integer; 
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t«ap1,r«s t p«80| 
Inol t r#ml; 
don* I booleant 
t#mp_array t array (1..rowa) of Intagari 
tamp t pa12f 
row t I pa2) 
Begin 
writaln (obr(26)); 
for i ts 1 to linaa do for j t* 1 to 80 do modal(it* * '; 
opan (Ipmodal,old); raaat (Ipmodal)f 
n !• Of 
rapaat 
n I» n • 11 
raadln (Ipmodal,modal(n)) 
until modal(n) - '//HFSEXEC.SïSIN DD • 
• I 
oloaa (Ipmodal)f 
i i« 0| 
if (n mod 15)10 than pO is (n div 15) + 1 
alaa pO *# (n div 15)i 
pagaa t* pOf 
rapaat 
dona ts falaaI i ts i • 1| 
if i (s pagaa than 
rapaat 
(• baadar •) 
otrl (ol#ar,l); 
at (1,1); writaln CJCt/MPSX EDIT'); at (1,68); 
writaln CPAOE *,itl,' OP Spagaail); 
at (2,3); writaln Clina #.'); at (2,20) ; writaln ( 'atatamanb ' 
at (3,3); writaln ('•»»•»••—»'); at (3,20) ; writaln ( i 
(* diaplay paga(i) *) 
for j IS (U15»(i-1)) to (I5*l5#(i-1)) do 
begin 
writa C ', jt2, *, '); gat_lan (modaK j),lan); 
writaln (modal(j)ilan); if j"s u tban j *s (15*15*(i-
•nrf t 
if yaa ('Do you wiab to maka any obangaa? ',20,1) tban 
bagin (• EDIT LOOP #) 
at (20,1); Ctrl (araaa,50); 
at (20,1); writa CAdd, Dalata or Baplaoa? '); 
raadln (raa); 
writaln; 
oaaa raa(l) of 
•A','a* I bagin 
write ('Line number of line to be added? '); 
raadln (Inol); writeln; Ino t« trunc (InoD; 
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at (21,1)X Ctrl (#r#a#,50); 
at (21,1)1 wrltaln ('Enter new line * *); 
readln (tempi); upoaae (tempi); 
If Ino I m n then model(n+1) t* tempi 
else 
begin 
for j *# n downto (lno+1) do 
model ( j*1 ) !• modeK j) ; 
model(Ino*1) tempi 
end I 
n t« n • 1 { 
If (n mod 15)10 then pagea ta (n dlv 15) 
else pagea t« (n dlv 15) 
end I (* of ADO *) 
'0','d* t begin 
write ('Line number of line to be deleted? 
readln (Ino); wrlteln; 
If loo C n then for j ta (lno+1) to n do 
modeKj-1) ta model!j); 
for j ta 1 to 80 do model(n,j) ta • * ; 
n t'a n - If 
If (n mod 15)10 then pagea ta (n dlv 15) 
elae pages ta (n dlv 15) 
end; (• of DELETE #) 
*E*,*r' t begin 
write ('Line number of line to be replaced? 
readln (Ino); wrlteln; 
at (21,1); Ctrl (erase,50); 
at (21,1); wrlteln ('Enter new line t'); 
readln (model(Ino)); upcase (model(Ino)) 
end (• of REPLACE •) 
end; (* of CASE stmt *) 
If pages ( pO then 1 ta i - 1 
end (• of EDIT LOOP •) 
else done 
true 
until done 
until 1 a pages; 
wrlteln; wrlteln ('Mow generating MPSX data deck...'); wrlteln; 
I ta n + 1; 
Insert ('MANE',1,model(l)); Insert ('BHB82 ',15,model(I)); 
Insert ('B0W8',1,model(1+1)); 
Insert CM C,3,model(1+2)); 
for 1 ta 1 to number_rows do 
begin " 
row^t(l) ta ' ' ; row^t(2) t» row_^type( actlve_rows(l) ) ; 
Insert (row_t,2,model(l+2+l)); 
Insert (rowjaame( actlve_rows(l) ),5,model(l+2+l)) 
end ; "" 
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1 1 + 3 + number rows} 
insort (*C0L0HRS%l7modol(l)}| 
for i ta 1 to numb#r_ools do 
bsgin "* 
1 t« 1 • If 
0 •» #otiv#_ools(i); 
oonvsrt (obj_fn(o),temp); 
insert (ool niime(o)»5tmodeI(l})| 
insert <* C^,1#,model(l)); 
insert (temp,25,model(l)); 
osrd with C row ooeff generatedt *> 
(* now get no. of nontero ooeffs and keep traok of row numbers 
ns tm Of 
for 4 i« 1 to number_rows do 
if ooeff(sotive_rows(j),o) CI 0 then 
begin *" 
ns *# ns * 1| temp array(ns) t« aotive rows(j) 
end I " " 
(* ns now holds no. of nonsero ooeffs snd temp_srrsy(ns) has the 
oorresponding row numbers *) 
1 I» I • If 
oounter ss 0| 
for k I* 1 to ns do 
begin 
convert (ooeff(templarray(k),o),temp); 
oounter t* oounter * 1 ; 
if counter [ 2 then 
begin 
insert (ool_name(o),5,model(1)); 
insert (rowjsameCtemp array(k)),15,model(1)); 
insert (temp,25,modelTl )) 
end 
else 
begin 
insert (row_name(temp array(k)),10«model(I))i 
insert (temp,SO.modelTl )); 
1 *» 1 • 11 
counter t* 0 
end 
end I 
if counter » 0 then 1 «« 1 « l 
end I 
1 »» 1 • 11 
insert (*Bi8*>1,model(1))| 
(* now get nonsero B ooeffs and their reap* row numbers *) 
ns I* Of 
for J ts 1 to number rows do 
if rhs(active rowsTj)) (I 0 then 
begin 
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ns nm + 1 ; t#mp_#rr#y{n») ta #otiv#__row@(j) 
•ndt 
1 *# 1 + 1 ; Qounter ta 0; 
for k t« 1 to ns do 
begin 
oonvert (rhs(teap^srrsy(k}},temp)* 
oounter tm counter * If 
if oounter t 2 then 
begin 
insert (' B',4,model(l)); 
insert (row_nsme(temp srrsy(k)),15«model(1)); 
insert (temp,25,modelTl)) 
end 
else 
begin 
insert (row_nsme(temp srrsy(k)),40,model(1)); 
insert (temp,50,modelTl)); 
I t. 1 • 1| 
oounter *» 0 
end 
end I 
if oounter # 1 then 1 t# 1 + 1 ; 
insert CBNDATâSI,model(l))t 
i «• i • 
insert ('/*%l,model(l)); 
writeln ('Finished* *); writeln; writeln 
End; 
procedure initisliie; 
vsr i,j,k,l t integer; 
Begin 
number_cols «« 0; 
for J 7» 1 to cols do 
begin 
col_nsme(j) i» • 
for k ts 1 to 79 do col_descript(j,k) »» • •; 
objjrn(j) t* 0.0; "" 
for"! I» 1 to rows do coeff(i,j) t» 0.0; 
grossjreturns(j) »» 0.0; vsrlable__costsU) 0.0; 
fi%ed%costs(j) I» 0.0; 
for k""»» 1 to items do 
begin 
greturn(j,k) 0.0; vcoet(j,k) 0.0; fcost(j,k) 0.0; 
for 1 I» 1 to 79 do 
begin 
greturn_descript(j,k,1) i» • '; 
vcost^desoript(j,k,1) := ' •; 
fcost%desoript(j,k,1) »» ' • 
end " 
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•nd| 
&otiv#_oola(j) !• 0 
•ndf ('"of QOlunns Initial!sstlon *} 
nuabsp^pows t» 0| 
for 1 Ta 1 to rows do 
bsgln 
row_nam#(1) i• • •» 
for~k *# 1 to 79 do row_d#sorIpt(1,k) ## • '; 
row typ«<l) • *1 " 
rbsTl) *# 0.0} 
aotlv#_rows(l) t* 0 
•ndf (*"of rows Initialisation *) 
for 1 t« 1 to f##ds do 
with fssd(l)tsnsrgy do 
begin 
nam# i• • *1 r#f_no i« • •i 
dm t« 0.0; op t« dm; mp t> dm; ufp Tm dm; oa t« dm; p t» dot 
n#_m #" dm; n# s t» dm; m# i« dm; tdn t* dm; prlo# x# dm; 
lbs t* dm; oost^lb t« dm 
#nd (* of f##d array Initialisation «) 
End; 
proo#dur# lpdata_lo (atop; var btboolaan); 
war 1,11,j,j1,k T lnt#g#r; 
B#gln 
b ts falsa; 
op#n (lpdata,old); 
OSS# a of 
rd t b#gln 
r#s#t (Ipdata); 
Willi# not #of (Ipdata) do 
b#gln 
r#adln (Ipdata,numb#r_rows,numb#r_ools); 
for 1 t> 1 to numbsrjrow# do 
b#gln " 
raadln (lpdata,aotlv#jrows(l)); 
11 I» aotlv#_rows(l); 
raadln (lpdaTa,row nam#(ll)*row_d#8crlpt(ii)» 
row typ#(11),rbs(iT) ) ~ 
•nd; " 
for ^ 13 1 to numb#r_eols do 
begin " 
r«adln (lpdata,aotlv#_ools(j)); 
jl I* aotlvs_^ools(j);"^ 
rsadln (IpdaTa,ooljnama(j1),ool_dosorlpt(jl), 
obj^fn(4l)); " 
for"! »» 1 to numbor rows do rsadln (Ipdata, 
oosff (aotlve^rowsdT, jl ) ) ; 
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for k ta 1 to lt«BS do 
begin 
rondin (lpd#t#,gr#turo(j1,k),voo«t(j1,k), 
fQO#t(j1,k)); 
rondin (lpd#t#,gr#turn_d#morlpt(j1,k), 
vooet_d*@orlpt(j1,k),fôo#t_d##orlpt(jl,k)) 
#nd "" 
end; 
b !• true 
#nd 
#nd; (* of rond loop *> 
wr t begin 
rewrite (Ipdntn); 
writeln (Ipdntn,number_rowe,nwmber_oole)* 
for 1 ta t to nu#ber_row# do 
begin ~ 
writeln (lpdntn,notlve_rowe(l)); 
11 f notive_rowe(l); 
writeln (Ipdntn,row nnae(ll),row^deaorlpt(iU, 
row_type(il),rbe(ll7) "" 
end I 
for j I# 1 to nw»ber_ool# do 
begin " 
writeln (lpdntn,notive_oole(j)); 
j1 1» notive_ool#(j); 
writeln (Ipdntn,ool nnme(j1),ool denorlpt(, 
obj_fn( j1)); " *" 
for 1 t« 1 to number row# do writeln (Ipdntn, 
ooeff(notlve_row#(iT, j1)); 
for k t» 1 to"item# do 
begin 
writeln (Ipdntn,gretwrn(j1,k),voo#t(jl,k), 
feo#t(J1,k))i 
writ#ln Updntn»gr#turn_de#Gript(,k), 
voo#t_de#oript(J1,k),foô#t_de#orlpt(J1,k)) 
end " " 
end; 
b t »  true 
end (» of write loop •) 
end; (* of CâSE #tmt •) 
elo#e (Ipdntn) 
End; 
procedure feedlot; 
vnr e,i,ino,dny# % integer; 
lmt_rnte,feederjprloe,denth_lo##,#brlok_lo,ehrlnk__out i real; 
ope^oont,mkt_@o#t,foo#t_bdTeb,g,oh_13,Fb_#5,g_l3Tg_^5 » real; 
done""* boolean; " ~ — — — 
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fm1344 t,faisait 2,fm1344 3#,fm13»4 3t,fa1311 3o,fm1344 3# % real; 
fm13#423f,fm13#?_#,fm13»W_5 i r##lT 
Bcgio 
otrl (ol##r,1); 
lot rmt# i« (obj fa(2$)) • (-1) - 1| f««d«rprio# i« 
(obj_fo(51)) • <-1)| 
#hrink_im %# 1 + oo#ff(2#,51); #brlnk_out :# oo«ff(26,55) - 1} 
oh !• ôbj_fn(55); g i« obj_fn(56); oh"l3 i« obj fn(57)f 
oh_15 i« obJ_fii(58)| g_13 i" obj fii(S?)t g_#5 i" obj_fn(60) * 
oper oo#t I» 10.00; foô#t_hd i« 79.13; " " 
d##tE Iota la 0.01 ; mkt oôat *# 3.00; 
at (iTD; wrltaln (•rSSVLOT SOB.SECTXOR'); at (1,30); 
wrltaln COIFAOLT PARâMBTERS') ; 
at (3,2); wrltaln ('No.'); at (3,13); wrltaln ('Item'); at (3,53); 
wrltaln ('Value'); 
write (' 1. Short-term Interest rate (âPR)f); at (4,50); 
wrltaln ((Int rate*100)i3t2); 
write (' 2* Feeder prloe ($/owt)'); at (5,50); 
wrltaln (feeder_prloe:3*2); 
write (* 3. Death loaa (f)'); at (6,50); 
wrltaln ((death_loaa*100)*3$2); 
write (* 4. Shrink Into feedlot (f)'); at (7,50); 
wrltaln ((ahrlnk_ln*100):3#2); 
write (' 5. VetT mad and other oper. ooata/hd*); at (8,50); 
wrltaln (oper 008tt3i2); 
write (* 6. Marketing, hauling and oommlaalon ooata/hd'); 
at (9,50); wrltaln (mkt ooat*3:2); 
write (' 7. Ownerahlp Tflxed) ooata/hd'); at (10,50); 
wrltaln (fooat hdi3t2); 
write (* 8. SFrlnk out of feedlot (I)'); at (11,50); 
wrltaln ((ehrlnk_out*100)*3:2); 
write ( ' 9, Av.""prloe CHOICE (llvewt. baala; l/owt)'); at (12,50) ; 
wrltaln (eh:3*2); 
write (' 10. • OOOD "'); at (13.501; 
wrlteln (g«3i2); 
write (* 11. Av. prloe CHOICE 1-3 (oaroaaa basis; $/owt)'); 
at (14,50); wrlteln (oh 13*3*2); 
write (' 12. " Choice 4-5 •'); 
at (15,50); wrlteln (oh 45*3*2); 
write (' 13. " COOD 1-3 "'); 
at (16,50); wrlteln (g 13*3*2); 
write (' 14. * GOOD 4-5 "'); 
at (17,50); wrlteln (g_45*3*2); 
done *« false; " 
repeat 
if yes ('Do you wish to make any changes? *,19,1) then 
begin (# EDIT LOOP •) 
ino *s getMumber ('Which item nummber (1-14)? ',1,14,21,1, 
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belpl)I 
afe (21,1); Qtrl (#r#@#,36); 
mt (3^ioo,50); qtrl (#r###,10); 
•t (3+ino,50); 
oas* Ino of 
1 t boglQ 
remdln (iot_r#t#); iot_r#t# t* lnt_r#t*/100 
end I ~ ~ 
2 I remdln (feeder_prloe); 
3 t begin ~ 
remdln (de#tb_loee); de#tb_loee i* de#tb_loe#/100 
end I " "" 
4 I begin 
remdln (mbrink_in); mbrink_in :« #brink_in/100 
end I ~ *" 
5 t remdln (oper_oomt); 
6 t remdln (mkt_ôomt); 
7 t remdln (foomt bd); 
8 t begin ~ 
remdln (mbrink_owt); mbrink^out i« mbrink_owt/lOO 
end t ~ " 
9 t remdln (ob)f 
10 t remdln (g); 
11 t remdln (oh 13)| 
12 t remdln (ob*"*l5)i 
13 t remdln (g T3); 
11 t remdln (g^^S) 
end (* of CâSE mtmt *) 
end 
else done ; » 
truet 
if not done tben 
begin 
mt (19,1); otrl (ermae,13) 
end 
until done; 
(* omloulmte fixed end vmrimble costs mlm FMI3## *) 
for o t« 26 to 49 do 
begin 
dmys truno (eoeff(22,o)); 
fa1344 1 s« feeder price • coeff(24,c); (• feeder cost •) 
f«13lo i. 0.0; 
for i T» 1 to 1 do fml34#_2 t* fml344_2 • (feed(i).cost^lb • 
eoeff(I6*i,c) / feed(i).dm); (" feed cost (mpprox.) *) 
f#1344 3m I» oper cost; 
f»1314"'3b Î» fml3V4 1 • int rate • (days/365); (• interest on 
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f##d#r •) 
f«1311_3e i« ((fm1344_2 + fm13#»_3#)/2) • int_r#t# • (d#y*/365); 
(* interest OB 1/2 of f##d «Bd opoFatlBg oosta *) 
fm1344_3# !• fm13#4_1 • d##&b_lom*; 
f#13## 3f !• mkt Qotti "" 
fa1311 T t> fm13#T 3# + fm13## 3b * fm13## 3o + fm13## 3e * fm134i* 3f ; 
fm134T_5 m foo»t3»d / (1/(d#y#/365)); "* "" 
(* owBtPShlp ooet# #dj for turaarouBd r#t# *> 
(* replmo# oo#ff'# baok IB LP modél *) 
obi_fB(25) !• (1 • lBt_r#t#> • C-1)t obj_fB(o) *. fm13##_4 • <-Ui 
Obj__fB(51) !• f##d#r prto# • (-1); obj fB(55) i« ob| *" 
obj fB(56) ta ft obj fB(57) t« Ob 13: obj fB(58) oh_#5; 
obj~fB(59) !• i_13| 0bj_fB(60) !•"§ #5; oooff(24,51) i* 
(1 - #brlak 1B) • (-1);"oo#ff(26,55? t« 1 • sbrlBk out; 
oo#ff(27,56T tm oo#ff(26,55); 
oooff(#,o) t» fm13## 1; oo#ff(2l,o) t> d#y#/365; oo#ff(40,o) t* 
fml311.5 
#Bd 
iBd; 
proo#dOr# titl#jp#f#; 
B#fiB 
«rlt#lB (obr(26)); 
at (9,26); wrlt#lB (*Para/f##dlot LP SlmulattOB*); 
at (11,3#); writalB (*Mod#l 1.0*); 
at (15,52); writalB (*«rltt#B by R. BraaaaB*); 
at (16,52); writala (*eopyrlfbt 1985*); 
at (23,1); iaitlalit#; 
pr###B#tttra; writ#lB (obr(26)) 
Cad; 
prooodur# iatro^ag#; 
B#gla 
Hrit#la (obr(26)); 
at (1,3#); wrltala (*IMTRODOCTZON'); 
at (3,1); writala (*PARNLP i# a fl#xlbl# oompwt#r-ae#l#t#d modeling 
framawork wblob*); 
writala Callow# you to oreate aad edit liaear programmiag (LP) 
modela*); 
writela ('uader tbe NPSX operatiag system (IBM, 1971)*'); 
writela; 
writela (*Wbea completed, FABMLP geaerates a card-image file named 
LPMODBL.OAT'); 
writela Cia MPSX format (iacludiag JCL) of tbe basic LP model 
wbicb tbea'); 
writela Coaa be»'); • 
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wrlt«ln) 
wrlt#ln (* - Submitted for bmtob prooosslng on the AS/6 mmlnfrmme *): 
wrlteln (* computer via VAXRJE*)) 
wrltelni 
wrlteln (* - Edited ualng one of the VAX aystem edltora to 
Inoorporate *); 
wrlteln (' NPSX enhancement# and optlona a# d#8lr#dt')f 
«frlt#lnf 
wrlt#ln (*ftfMOTEltt A b##lo f#mlll#rlty with lln##r programming 
taohnlqu##'); 
writaln <*1# ###um#d of tb# u##r op#r#ting thi# progr#mt An 
excellent reference*)} 
wrlteln Con linear programming metboda» "Linear Programming 
Application#*)I 
wrlteln ('to Agriculture** by Beneke and Winterboer (1973) 1# 
availabl# through'); 
writ#ln (*the low# St#t# Oniv#r#lty Pr###, Am##, low#.*); 
pre##R#turm; writ#ln (chr(26)) 
End I (* of intro_p#ge •) 
procedure p#ge_one (var option t integer); 
Begin 
wrlteln (chr(26))f 
at (1,21); wrlteln ('Farm/Feedlot LP Simulation Model 1,0 -')| 
wrltelnt wrlteln (*Optlona available at thi# l#v#l lnolud#t*){ 
wrlt#lni 
wrlt#ln (* 1. CREATE # n#w LP mod#l*)i 
writ#la (* 2. EDIT/OPOATE #%i#tlng mod#l*); 
wrlt#ln (' 3* RON feedlot #lmul#tion mod#l*)| 
writ#ln (• *. OOIT*)| 
option ts g#tBumb#r (* Nhioh option would you Ilk# (1-4)? ',1 
10,1,h#lp1)i 
writ#ln (ehr(26)) 
End I 
procedure feed_IO (a * op; war n i Integer); 
war "" 
1 t integer; 
Begin 
open (fdata,old); 
CASE a of 
rd * begin 
r###t (fdata); n 0; 
wbil# not eof (fdata) do 
begin 
n n + 1 ; 
with feed(n)«energy do 
begin 
readln (fdata,name,ref_no,dm,cp,mp,ufp,ca,p); 
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remain (fdmtm,nejm,ne_g,me,tdn); 
remdln (fdmtm,prTee,lb#,oo#t_lb) 
end 
end 
end I (* of read feed file *) 
wr I begin 
rewrite (fdata)f 
if n I 0 then 
for i t« 1 to n do 
with feed(i)«energy do 
begin 
writeln (fdata,name,ref_no,dm,op,mp,wfp,oa,p); 
writeln (fdata,ne_m,ne_g,me,tdn); 
writeln (fdata,price,lba,ooat__lb) 
end 
end (* of write to feed file *) 
end; (* of CâSB atmt *) 
oloae (fdata) 
End; 
procedure feedatuffa; 
var 
finiahed i boolean; 
n,option I integer; 
procedure 
Begin 
at (r,c) 
writeln 
writeln 
writeln 
writeln 
writeln 
writeln 
writeln 
writeln 
writeln 
writeln 
writeln 
writeln 
writeln 
writeln 
End; 
eed data liât (r,c i integer); 
1* feed name (sax* 20 cbaractera)'); 
2. 1PM reference number'); 
3. Price*); 
4. Height received for price*); 
5. Dry Matter ($)*); 
6. Crude protein (#)*); 
7* Metabolisable protein (g/kg)*); 
8. Urea fermentation potential (g/kg)*); 
9. Calcium (#)'); 
10. Phoapborua (S).'); 
11. TDM (#)*); 
12. Metabolisable Energy (Mcal/kg)'); 
13. Met Energy for Maintenance (Mcal/kg)*); 
14. Met Energy for Gain (Mcal/kg)*) 
procedure add__f eed ; 
var "" 
done t boolean; 
index t integer; 
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Begin 
Wfiteln (obr(26)); 
at (1,1); writaln (* Tha following information ia required*); 
writeln ('to enter a feedatuff into the data baaet*); 
writeln; 
writeln (* No.*); at (1,23); writeln ('Item*); at (1,52); 
writeln ('Value'); 
writeln (»——»); at (5,23); writeln (»-—»); at (5,52); 
writeln (»——•); 
feed data list (6,1); 
repeat 
done ta true; 
index tm getRumber ('Feed number (1-30)? *,1,30,21,1,help1)i 
if feed(index).name (I ' ' then 
begin 
at (21,1); writeln ('feed number ',index*2,' already exista! 
Try againt'); 
pressReturn; 
done t» false 
end; 
if not done then 
begin 
at (21,1); otrl (erase,15) 
end 
until done; 
(* get feed data .*) 
with feed(index),energy 
begin 
at (6,50) 
(7,50) 
do 
at _ 
at (8,19) 
at (9,51) 
coat_lb s 
at (10,51 
(11,51 
(12,51 
(13,51 
(11,51 
(15,51 
(16,51 
(17,51 
(18,51 
(19,51 
n + 
at 
at 
at 
at 
at 
at 
at 
at 
at 
n 
readln (name); 
readln (ref no); 
write ( '$ '*'); readln (prioe); writeln; 
at (9,60); writeln ('lbs'); readln (lbs); 
prioe/lbs; 
readln (dm); 
readln 
readln 
readln 
readln 
readln 
readln 
readln 
readln 
readln 
dm 
op 
f s 
IS 
dm/100; 
op/100; 
End; 
end 
preaaBeturn 
(op); 
(•P)| 
(ufp); 
(oa); oa i* oa/100; 
(p); p »» p/100; 
(tdn); tdn tdn/lOO; 
(me) ; 
(ne m); 
(«oïl 
procedure editfeed; 
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v#r t lnt«g«P| 
ok,f#ed_#dlt t bool«ftai 
Begin " 
writ«ln (ohr(26})t at (1,24); writaln ('- CURRENT LIST OF FEEDS ON 
FILE .*); 
1 la 3; i ta 1; 
wbilt i (a fe#de/3 do 
begin 
#t (1,2); writeln (ii2,*. ',feed(i).n#me); 
at (1,28); writeln (i*10:2,'. *,feed(i+10).name); 
at (1,54); writeln (i*20*2,*. *,feed(i+20).name); 
l * a l * 1 ; i * # i + 1  
end; 
etc la falae; 
repeat 
f ta getNumber ('Enter the NUMBER of the feed you wish to edit t ' 
1,feeda,14,1,belpl); 
if feed(f).name a * • then 
begin 
at (16,1); writeln ('Feed number *,ft2,' does not exist! 
Try againi*); 
presaReturn; for J ta 16 downto 14 do 
begin 
at (j,1); etrl (erase,55) 
end 
end 
else ok ta true 
until ok; 
writeln (ebr(26)); at (1,1); writeln ('The following data is on 
file t*); 
feed_data list (3,1); 
with feedTf),energy do 
begin 
at (3,43); writeln (name); at (4,43); writeln (ref_no); 
at (5,41); writeln ('# ',prioe*6t2); at (6,43); 
writeln (Ibst7i2); 
at (7,43); writeln (dm*100t4»1); at (8,43); writeln (op*l00i4ji; : 
at (9,43); writeln (mpi5t1); at (10,43); writeln (ufptStD; 
at Ol,43); writeln (oa*100t4t2); at (12,43); 
writeln (p»t00i4»2); 
at (13,43); writeln (tdn*l00t4tl); at (14,43); writeln (me%4;2); 
at (15,43); writeln (nejnt4*2); at (16,43); writeln (nejg*4; 
feed_edlt »» false; 
repeat 
f1 ts getNumber (*Vbieh item do you want to edit (1-14)? ', 
1,14,l8,1,help1); 
at (18,1); Ctrl (erase,55); 
at (f1+2,43); Ctrl (erase,20); at (f1+2,43); 
CASE f1 of 
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1 t Fvadln (!!•••}) 
2 I raadln (ref_oo); 
3 t r##dln (pi*lô«)f 
% t r##dlm (Ibt)} 
5 t begin 
readln (dm)# dm ta dm/100 
end| 
6 I begin 
remdln (op); op ## op/100 
end; 
7 t remdln (mp); 
8 t remdln (ufp); 
9 t begin 
remdln (em); om i« om/100 
end; 
10 t begin 
remdln (p); p t« p/100 
end; 
11 t begin 
remdln (tdn); tdn i* tdn/100 
end; 
12 I remdln (me); 
13 t remdln (ne_m); 
11 t remdln (nejg) * 
end; (• ef CA8B f1 •) 
if (f1«3) or (f1s4) tben oomt_lb i» prioe/lbm; 
if yet (*Finiebed7 %18,1) tbên feed_edit «» true 
until feed edit ~ 
end *" 
End; 
Begin 
feed__I0 (rd,n); 
repemt 
finished t* true; 
writeln (ebr(26)); 
mt (1,1); writeln ('FEED DATA SQB.SECTIOR*); 
mt (3,1); write (' Currently, there *); 
if n I 1 then writeln (*mre ',n$2,' feedmtuffe on file.*) 
elae if n « 0 then writeln (*are no feeds on file*') 
else writeln (*is 1 feed on file.'); 
at (7,1); writeln (* Options available at this level include 
at (9,1); writeln (* 1. ADD feeds to the data base*); 
at (10,1); writeln (* 2. DELETE feeds from the file*); 
at (11,1); writeln (* 3. EOIT/OPDATE information on existing 
feeds*); 
at (12,1); writeln (* 4. QUIT'); 
option t= getMumber (*Which option would you like (1-1)? ',1,4, 
14,1,help!); 
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(* option #t this point holds user's ohoioe #) 
CâSE option of 
1 I begin 
sdd_feed; finished ta false 
end I 
2 t begin 
at (16,1); writeln ('Sorryt That option is not available 
at the moment.'); pressReturn; finished t« false 
end; 
3 I begin 
editfeed; finished t« false 
end 
end (* of CASE stmt #) 
until finished; 
feed_IO (wr,n) 
End; 
prooedure editlp; 
war r,o,option,j,ino,len t integer; 
done_ool_edit,done# t boolean; 
done_ro*2add, done_ool_add, row_e%ists, ool_e%ists t boolean; 
i,nlTrl,ôl t integer; — — — 
t1 t real; 
done edit,done row edit,doneS i boolean; 
ana 7 pa80; "* " 
Begin 
done_edit «« false; 
repeat 
writeln (ohr(26)); 
at (1,1); writeln ('EDIT LP MODEL - '); 
at (1,1); writeln ('Options available inolude*'); 
at (7,1); 
writeln (* 1. ADD rows/oolumns to the model'); 
writeln (' 2. DELETE rows/oolumns from the model'); 
writeln (' 3. EDIT row/oolumn data and ooeffioients'); 
writeln (' 1» MOVE rows/oolumns in the model'); 
writeln (' 5» QOIT'); 
option ts getlumber CVhioh would you like to do (1-5)? ' 
14,1,help1); 
at (14,1); otrl (erase,#5); 
CASE option of 
1 t begin (* ADD rows or oolumns *) 
at(l#,l); writeCAdd (R)ows or (Oolumns? '); 
readln (ans); writeln; 
CASE ans(1) of 
'B','r' t begin (• BOM add ») 
done_row_add t- false; 
,1, 5 »  
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repeat 
at(16,1); write ('ROW number to be added? *); 
readltt (r); writeln; 
if (riO) and (r(101) then 
begin (* valid row entry *> 
row_exiata i* false| 
for'i t« 1 to number_rows do 
if aotive_rows(i) «"r then 
row_e%isTs *# true; 
if not(row exists) then 
begin (T^ get row info *) 
number_rows t• number_rows * 1t 
i !• number rows; "" 
aotive_rowsTi) ## r; 
sort int array (aotive rows, 
number rows); ~ 
at(18,T)| 
write (' ROW name (max, 8 
obaraoters)? '); readln(row_name(r)); 
upoase(row nsme(r)); writeln; 
write (' Tow desoription? '); 
readln (row desoript(r)); writeln; 
write (• ROW"type (B,0,L or «)? 
readln (row_type(r)); 
upoasel (row_type(r)); writeln; 
write (' B value? '); 
readln (rbs(r)); writeln; 
for j *# 21 downto 16 do 
begin 
#k(j,1); otrl(ersse,79) 
end 
end (" of get row info •) 
else (• row 
already exists! *) 
begin 
at(18,1){ writeln ('ROW number 
rtl,' already exists!'); 
pressReturni 
at(l8,1)| otrl (erase,79); 
at (16,1); otrl (erase,79) 
end (# of existing row error msg *j 
end (» of valid row entry •) 
else done_row_add t= 
true * 
until done row add 
end; (# of ¥ow add •) 
'C','o* t begin (» COLON# add •) 
done_ool_add false; 
repeat ~ 
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•t (16»1)I writ# ('COLUMN number to b« 
«dd#d? *)F r##dln (Q}| writ#ln; 
if (olO) and (oClOl) tb#n 
begin (* valid oolumn entry *} 
Qol^exiats t» falset 
for i !• 1 to number_ool@ do 
if aotive_ool#(i) #"o then 
ool_e%i#?# I» true) 
if not(ool exista) then 
begin (^ get oolumn info *) 
number_ools :# number_ool8 * 1 ; 
i t« number ools; " 
aotive__oolsTi) m o; 
sort_int_array (aotive_oola, 
number ools); ~ 
at (ISTDi 
write (* COLUMN name (max. 8 obaraotera)? *)f readln (ool_nam#(o)); 
upoase (ool_name(o)); writeln; " 
write (• COLUMN description? 
readln (ool_desoript(o)); writeln; 
"" write (• C row value? •); 
readln (obj fn(c)); writeln; 
" writeln; 
n1 t* getnumber (*8ow many non-sero ooeffioienta (exol. C row) for 
this oolumn? *,1,100,22,1,belp1); 
for j *# 22 downto 1# do 
begin 
at (j,1); otrl (erase,79) 
end; 
at (14,1); writeln ('for each of 
the *,n1s1,' ooeffioienta, enter BOTH'); 
writeln Ctbe row number and it''3 
respective coefficient,,,*); 
rl t* 16; el t* 1; 
for j ;» 1 to n1 do 
begin 
rl »» rl • 1; 
if rl I 23 tben 
begin 
rl I» 17; cl IS c1 • 1 9 ;  
if cl I 58 tben cl := 1 
end; 
at (rl,c1); readln (r,tl); 
coeff(r,c) »» tl 
end; (* of coefficient input 
loop •) 
for j *s 14 to 23 do 
begin 
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#t otrl (#r#@#,79) 
•ad 
•nd (* of got ooluan Info #) 
#1## 
begin (* ooluan already exists! *) 
at (18,1); wrlteln ('COLUMN number 
* , 0 : 1 , '  already existât*); 
pressReturn; 
at (18,1); otrl (erase,79); 
at (16,1); otrl (erase,79) 
end (» of exiatlng ooluan *) 
end (* of VALID ooluan entry #) 
else done_ool__add t # 
true 
until done ool add 
end (• of COLUMN add •) 
end (* of CASE ans(1) *) 
end; (* of option » 1 #) 
3 I begin 
at (14,1); write ('Now or ooluan edit? *); readln (ans)} 
wrlteln; 
CASS ans(1) of 
'N','r' » begin (• NOW EDIT •) 
r ts getNuaber ('Now nuaber (1-100)7 ',1, 
100,l6,1,belp1); 
wrlteln (obr(26)); at (1,1); 
wrlteln ('Now # *,r#2,' -'); 
wrlteln (* No. Itea'); 
wrlteln ( ' — —..'); 
wrlteln (' 1. Now naae - *, 
rowjnaae(r)); 
get_len (row_deaorlpt(r),leo); If len » 0 
then len i ; 
wrlteln (* 2. Now description - '* 
row desorlpt(r)ilen); 
wrlteln (* 3. Now type - ', 
row_type(r)); 
wrlteln (* N value - *, 
rbs(r)*12;#); 
wrlteln (* 5, Data ooefflolent(s)'){ 
done__row_edlt »» false; 
repeat " 
Ino getNuaber ('Mblob Itea nuaber do you 
wish to edit (1*5)7 *,1,5,10,1,belpl); 
at (10,1); otrl (erase,55); 
at (lno+3,25); otrl (erase,5#); 
at (loo+3,25); 
CASE loo of 
1 s begin 
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r##dln (row_n#m#(r)); upoma# (row__«#me(r) ) 
•adt ~ "" 
2 t r##dla (row_d*aorlpb(p)); 
3 t bagia " 
raadla (row_typ#(r)); upoaaal (row_kypa( r )  
and I "* ~ 
# t raadla (rha(r)); 
5 t bagia 
doaaS !• falaat 
rapaat 
o t* gatNumbar ('Columa? *,1,100,9,8, 
balpl)I 
at (10,8)(wrltala CCurraat valua itt ', 
ooaff (r,o}il2t<t}t 
at (11,8); writa ('Raw valua? '); 
raadla (ooaff(r,o)); wrltala; 
If yaa Crialahad? ',13,6) thaa donaS : ? 
trua 
alaa 
bagia 
for j is 13 dowato 10 do 
bagia 
at (j,6); otrl (araaa,34) 
aad; 
at (9,16); otrl (araaa,lO) 
aad 
uatil doaaS 
aad (# of oaaa 5 *) 
aad; (* of CASE iao atmt *) 
if yaa CAay otbar obaagaa? ',15,1) tbaa 
bagia 
for j s s 15 dowato 9 do 
bagia 
at (j,1); otrl (araaa,79) 
aad 
aad 
alaa 
doaa_row_adit i» trua 
" " uatil doaa row adit 
aad; (# of BÔV EDIT •) 
•C','o' t bagia (• COWMM EDIT •) 
0 t» gatluabar ('Colusa number (1-100)? ',t, 
I00,l6,l,belp1); 
writela (obr(26)); at (1,1); 
writeln ('Column i. ',o;2,' -'); 
writela (' No. Item'); 
writela (' ••••• 
writeln (' 1. Column name - ', 
001 name(o)); 
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g#t_l#o (col_d«sQPipt(o)»l«n)t if len » 0 
then 1 I» l7 
wrlteln (* 2. Column desoription - \ 
ool_de$oript(o)tlen)t 
wrlteln (' 3* C row value - *, 
obj_fn(o):12;#); 
wrlTeln (' 1. Data ooeffloient(a> t *}i 
done_ool_edlt *# falsef 
repeat "" 
ino !• getRumher ('Which item number do 
you wish to edit (1-4)? 1,4,9,1,helpl); 
at (9,1); otrl (eraae,55); 
at (ino+3,27); otrl (erase,52); 
at (ino+3,27); 
CASK ino of 
1 I begin 
readln (ooljname(o)); 
upease (ool"name(o)) 
end; "" 
2 I readln (ool_desoript(o)); 
3 I readln (obj"fn(o)); 
4 I begin ~ 
done4 IS falae; 
repeat 
r ts getNumber ('Row? ',1,100, 
8,8,help1); 
at (9,8); writeln ('Current 
value is t 'fooeff(r,o)t12t4)I 
at (10,8); 
write ('New value? '); 
readln (ooeff(r,o)); writeln; 
if yes ('Finished? ',12,6) then 
done4 ts true 
else 
begin 
for j ** 12 downto 9 do 
begin 
at (j,6); Ctrl (erase,3% 
end; 
at (8,12); otrl (erase,10} 
end 
until done* 
end (# of ino » 4 •) 
end; (# of CASE ino •) 
if yes ('Any other changes? ',14,1) then 
begin 
for j ;= 14 downto 8 do 
begin 
at (j,1); Ctrl (erase,79) 
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•nd 
•nd 
• ise 
don^_ool_*dlt t *  tru^ 
" " until don^ ool •dit 
•nd (• of COrOMll""BOIT •) 
•nd (* of CASK *n*(1) of *) 
•nd; (* of option # 3 #) 
otborwi*# don« •dit ta tru^ 
««4 " 
until don^_fdit 
End I *" 
bcoii 
titl^_p##^; 
writ^ln ('N^adin# ourr^nt LP data fila****)i writ^ln; 
lpdata_IO (rdyaxiata)i 
writelm; 
intro paf•i 
finianed t> falsa; 
rapaat 
pagajon^ (optionD; 
CASE optioni of 
2 t •ditlp; 
3 * b^gin 
etrl (ol«ar,1); at (1,31); writaln CfEEDLOT SUBSECTION'); 
writcln; 
writaln (*ttIWABMZNOttf Tbia saetion of PABMLP is 
eurrantly eonfigursd to •valuata'); 
wpitaln Coattl* feeding data aa raportod by Br^nnan 
(1985). for furtbor information*); 
writaln (*alao a«« Bramman and Boffman (19@5). As such, 
oartmin rows and colusna *); 
writaln ('in tba baaa LP modol ara BE8EBVE0 for critical 
data eooffioiants,'); 
writaln CCbamgimg row/oolumn ralationabips in tha LP 
•od«l may iavalidata*); 
writaln (*tb« foodlot aubacotioa calculatioas*'); 
pr«ssB«tura; 
fs«dstttffs; 
foadlot; 
fiaisbsd tru« 
•ad; 
otherwise fiaishad t» trua 
•ad (* of CASE stmt #) 
uatil fiaisbsd; 
writala (cbr(26)); 
if yss (*Maiaframs? *,1,1) th^a 
b«gia 
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(n); 
open (Ipmodel,'lpmodel.dat',new); rewrite (Ipmodel); 
for i ta 1 to n do writeln (lp*odel,model(i)); 
oloee (Ipmodel) 
end I 
writelnt 
writeln (*Now writing to LP data file.,.'); writeln; 
lpdata_IO (wr,e%i#tm); 
writeln; 
writeln 
END. 
